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«0 POUNDS OF PORK

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Kufoacrlptlons $3.00 per year payable Id
advance; single copies three centa.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and verv reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established
ln 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

Miss Corbett, city matron, was one
of the busiest women in Rockland
Thursday when she attended to the
distribution of about 900 pounds ol
pork furnished by the Federal gov
ernment and nearly 400 pounds ol
moose meat. The latter came from
the animal which had to be killed
after collision with Frank B. French's
car at Union, recently. The versatile
patrolman. Fred E. Achorn. dressed
the moose.
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That whichwe acquire with *••
*•* most difficulty we retain the
longest.—Colton.
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FOOTBALL
SATURDAY, ARMISTICE DAY
2.15 O’CLOCK—COMMUNITY PARK

ROCKLAND HIGH vs. BELFAST HIGH
ADMISSION 25 AND 35 CENTS

134-135

Football
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 12

ROCKLAND SHELLS
VS.

WESTBROOK BLUE WAVES
COMMUNITY

PARK

2.00 o’clock. Sharp

FUNNIEST PLAY IN YEARS

“THE VINEGAR
TREE”
-WITH

ADELYN BUSHNELL
MARSHALL BRADFORD
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY, NOV. 14-15
ALL SEATS, 40c
Checked at McDonald’s Drug Store, Thomaston

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, November 1 1, 1933

IN KNOX COUNTY COURT
Three Generations Of Manks Face Criminal Charges—
What the Grand Jury Did

Dance On Tuesdays
Ocean View Ball Room
Music by

Eddie Whalen’s
PRIVATEERS
135STM

THEATRE
_______ CAMDEN

Auspices
Winslow-Holbrook Post, American Legion

—Today—
Special Holiday Attractions

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11
OCEAN VIEW BALL ROOM

“Kilgour Musical Maids”

Music by

In

Admission 40 cents

ON THE STAGE

Five Charming Oirls in a Dansical
Musical Revue
—Also—

WM. HAINES, MADGE EVANS

“FAST LIFE”

Public Invited
133-134

MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Selected as the Outstanding Pic
ture of the Past Year!
NORMA SHEARER

n

“SMILIN’ THROUGH”
------------------------------

133'138

with
EREDKIC MARCH
LESLIE HOWARD

FOSTER’S TRANSFER
CERTIFIED TRUCKING SERVICE
ANYWHERE
ANYTHING
ANYTIME
Reasonable Rates
WILSON R. FOSTER, Prop.
Phone Thomaston 139-3

LET ME
Handle Your

INSURANCE
Tlie Modern Way

USED CARS OF ALL KINDS

HENRY K. ALLEN
TEL. 8007

TENANT’S HARBOR. ME.

135*136

BOSTON

LYNN BURNERS

7.30 A. M. and 1.40 P. M.

We Also Sell the

Dodge and Plymouth Cars

DRESSES, SUITS, COATS
Made to order, remodeled and altered
at Reasonable Prices
MRS. FRIEDA RAYNES
39 Willow Street.
Rockland, Me.
Tel. 1147-M

FRIGIDAIRE
WATER SYSTEMS
CLARION RANGE
Made in Maine

Harold H. Hupper
TEL. 55-5

TENANT'S HARBOR

iWHEN IT STRUCK II, FIFTEEN YEARS AGO!

land Municipal Court. He pleaded
guilty and was sentenced to 30 days
in Jail. Otis for respondent.
• • • •
State vs. Joseph C. Libby, alias
Joseph Caron, breaking prison. Plea,
nolo oontendre. Sentenced to one to
two years in prison, sentence to com- j
mence upon completion of sentence,
he is now serving in prison.
• • • •
The grand jury completed its flrst
[ term labors at 4.30 Thursday after- i
noon, after the examination of a
large number of witnesses. Twelve
"true bills" were returned, but only
eight of the indictments were made
public at the moment.
The presence of many witnesses
known to have been identified with
the investigation of the Davis case at
The negligence case of Carl Jonas- Port Clyde caused much speculation,
son. vs. Whitney L. Wheeler, has been but lt cannot be learned that an in
settled, the entry being "Judgment dictment was found.
for Plaintiff $100 and no costs. Judg
Port Clyde witnesses were also pres
ment satisfied." Burrows for plaintitt ent in connection with the case of
and Charles Small and Charles T. Donald Wilson of that town who was !
Smalley for defendant.
indicted on the charge of assulting ;
• • • •
Howard Randall, a summer resident,
A bill ln equity has been filed, Wil and larceny of money from his per
lis H. Anderson vs the Knox County son.
Motor Sales Company, asking that a
John Stewart, who recently escaped
receiver be appointed and that the from the county Jail, but was soon re
corporation be dissolved Smalley ap captured, was indicted on two charges:
pears for the plaintiff.
FirsU-Assault upon Hartford Talbot
• • • •
of Camden, and larceny of slot ma
Charles Small, Attorney, of Port chine and money to the value of $100;
land. was present at the session Frl- second, escaping from jail. Stewart
d;«
was arraigned Thursday afternoon,
• • • •
pleaded guilty to both charges and
Naturalization hear.ngs will be ln was remanded for sentence. Fred
( order Monday morning at 9.30 o'clock. Brown, his alleged companion at the
• • • •
time of the Camden hold-up. pleaded
A very unusual happening took not guilty to the charge of assault
place on the criminal docket in that and larceny, and is represented by
there are three respondents by the Attorney Harry Wilbur.
name of Mank and they bear the re
An indictment was brought against
lationship of grandfather, son and George Conners on the charge of
grandson.
The case against the escaping from State Prison July 25.
grandfather was filed and the father 1933
, and son went to jail.
Russell Newcombe of Walpole. Me.,
• • * •
was indicted on the charge of man
Llewellyn Mar.k. the grandfather, slaughter, in connection with the
I was charged with illegal possession of death of Marion Chebba of Newcastle
' intoxicating liquors. He pleaded which occurred as the result of an
1 guilty and the case was filed. Otis automobile accident near Knox Trot
for respondent.
ting Park June 29.1933, while she was
• • • •
a passenger in Newcombe's car.
Clifford Mank. the son. was charged Jaseph C. Libby, alias Joseph Carom
with illegal possession of liquors, was indicted on the charge of escap
entered upon an appeal from Munici ing from the State Prison Oct. 12.
pal Court. He pleaded RUilty and 1933.
I was sentenced to two months in Ja’l
Two indictments were brought
and a fine of $100 and costs (taxed at against Alexander McGill, alias
$4708) with six months additional m Charles R Murray, of Worcester; One
i Jail ln default of payment. Otis lor I charges him with passing an alleged
the respondent.
worthless check in the sum of $65, on
• * • •
W. O. Hall; the other charges him
Llewellyn Mank, thc grandson, was with passing an alleged worthless
charged with attempted larceny, check in the sum of $11.75. on Haskell
entered upon ar. appeal from Rock & Cor; hell

COMIQUE

THE PRIVATEERS

Volume 88.................... Number 135

A slump in the civil docket permit
ted the Court to take up criminal mat
ters Friday afternoon. At the con
clusion of that session court ad
journed until Monday, when criminal
trials begin.
• • •" ■
Fred L. Mason of Ellsworth and
Weston M. Hilton of Damariscotta
[ were present at Court Thursday.
• • • •
An agreement for settlement has
been filed ih the case of Grace E.
j Borneman et al vs. George E. Palmer
(land case) and the entry has been
made "Neither party no further ac
ton.” George A. Cowan for the
plaintiffs and Frank A. Tirrell for the
defendant.
• • • •

Benefit Thomaston Nursing Association

V ARMISTICE BALL

THREE CENTS A COPY

x

DAILY TRIPS

$3.50 One Way; $6.30 Round Trip

BE SURE YOU'RE SAFE
(Protect yourself with Railroad
Responsibility
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel,
Chisholm Bros., Hotel Rockland,
and Thorndike Hotel, Rockland;
and B. L. Davis. Life Saver Cabins,
at Warren,

MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.
TEL. 92

99-tf

Bt AT TIIE AIRPORT
Commander Kendall of the Ameriear
Legion Conies To This City Sunday Noon

The local American Legion Past in
vites the public to be at the Rock
land Airport Sunday noon to witness
the ceremonies in connection with
the Aerial Membership Drive.
A plane owned by the Maine Forest
Service has been loaned for this pur
pose and on board when it arrives in
Rockland (which should be about 12
O'clock, noon) will be Department
Commander Raymond E. Rendall ol
Alfred.
Department Sergeant-atArms John S Nables of Portland and
the chairman of arrangements, Her
bert A. Folsom of Augusta. Lieut.
Earl F. Crabb will be the pilot.
The membership cards for the
Knox. Lincoln and Sagadahoc Posts
will have been collected by Levi E
Flint, who will turn them over to De
partment Commander Rendall.
ATTENTION LEGIONNAIRES!
(CaU for Duty)
It is thc duty of every ex-service
man and Legionnaire to report at
Legion hall at 8 a. m., Armistice Day.
without fail.
Commander Milton T. French
Winslow-Holbrook Post, No. 1.
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
If you are a subscriber to
The Courier-Oazette and are
leaving honr for any time, long
or snort, let us mall the paper to
you during your absence. The
regular copy of the paper will
go to the home as usual. Just
telephone the address to the
office, or mall a card. The paper
will follow wherever you go, and
will stop on notice when you ar
rive home. There will be no
charge.

A CLEVER COMEDY

“A Peach of a Family ’ At
Pleasant

Valley

Grange

Next Thursday

Encouraged by the success two
months ago of the production of
"Heads Up,” Pleasant Valley Orange
is soon to present another play, re
hearsals for which are well under way.
This time the choice has bcen the
i clever three-act comedy drama "A
Peach of a Family," by Esther Olson.
Nov. 16 has been selected as the date
of Its production at the Grange hall
; on Middle street. The cast is comi posed of actors who have already
SPECIAL DANCE , i proven their worth, and Includes
Steven Richman, ne'er-do-well, RobSouth Hope—Tonight
ert Gardner; Augustus Alonzo RichARMISTICE NIGHT
jinond, his uncle, Raymond Anderson;
Stan Walsh's Orchestra
Crocketts Bus will leave Park street Mrs. Augustus Alonzo Richmond, his
at 7.45; Rankin Block, at 8
aunt, Florence Young; Frank Man135*lt
ning, a young lawyer, Crosby Lud

Bradford, and Includes Standish
wick; Jack Belmont, Steve's friend
EAST MOVING PLAY
Perry, Katherine Creighton, Kay
Myron Young; Mrs Pickett, Steve’s
Turner, Stephen Lavander and Elma
housekeeper, Etta Anderson; Corne
New York Critic So Classes Elliot. The rehearsals promise an
lius Shelley of the Shelley Invest
The Vinegar Tree” — In unusually smooth and well balanced
ment Co., Frank Tibbetts; Pauline
performance. The play is given for
hls niece, Irma Fickett; Mary Rase
Thomaston Next Week
the Thomaston Nursing Association.
Francine. Violet and Millie, Elinor
Tickets are forty cents and will be
Phinney, Marlon Mullen, Dorothy
It was a happy day for the Amerl-,
checked at McDonald's Drug Store.
Vase and Bernice Haining.
can theatre when Paul Osborn sa’ j
"A Peach of a Family" Ls as clever
as onc could wish. The plot is con down to his trusty typewriter and YOUR FAVORITE POEM
cerned with the ne'er do well nephew, tapped forth that most exhilarating
If I had to live my ltfe again I would
of a wealthy and indulgent uncle, of comedies. "The Vinegar Tree.' I have
made a rule to read some poetry
who finally cuts of! the young man's The New York critics wrote of "The and listen to some music at least once
a week The loss of these tastes ls a loss
allowance, while his lawyer produces Vinegar Tree” as follows:
of happiness—Charles Darwin.
four sentimental girls and a gover "It is plea.“<xnt, witty, satirical and
A FAREWELL
ness as an adopted family to help fast moving"—Heyward Broun, New
My fairest child. I have no song to give
teach the young man the responsibili York World-Telegram
you;
No lark could pipe to skies so dull and
ties of life. The troubles which beset
“The play is bright, easy going. In
gray;
him at every turn form an absorbing genious and with a head on its shoul Yet, ere we part, one lesson I can leave
you
evening's entertainment.
For every day.
ders"—Percy Hammond, New York!
Hernld-Tribunc.
Be good, sweet maid, and let who will bo
clever;
Gregory’s Picture Ac Framing Shop
The cast which will give this play J
noble things, not dream them, all
at 406 Main street over Crie's Hard ip Watts Hall, Thomaston, next Tues- j Do day
long;
ware 9° will have a new lot of swing
And so make life, death, and that vast
day
and
Wednesday
nights
is
headed
forever
frames. Come in and see them. Tel.
One grand, sweet song.
by Adelyn Bushnell and Marshall I
254. -adv.
•
—Charles Kingsley.
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Thou wilt keep him in perfect
peace, whose mind is stayed on thee,
because he trusteth in thee.—Is. 26:3.

Every-Other-Day
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Tl IE NEXT SMOKER

confer s dope
Thinks Baxter, Partridge and

EVENING SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE

Matchmaker Hamlin Has As-,
sembled Five Good Bouts

Dwinal Have the Maine
Voters Guessing

(To be filled out toy students or any other persons interested in attend
ing the evening school financed by the Federal Government)

l or Tuesday Night

1934 NASH

It will be an all-boxing show at the
Since former Governor Percival P
American Legion smoker next Tues-!
Your Name ...........................................................................
Baxter wrote to a newspaper setting
forth his query as to the future of |
Address .................................................................................
day night, and heading the card will j
i the Republican party in Maine and
Nationality ......................................................... -..............
b? a whale of a bout between Al WilFor Mayor
: suggesting that it needed re-organi
Where Born .........................................................
. on of Rockland and that Belfast,
zation, there has been a deal of won
CARLETON F. SNOW
Age
........................................................................................
'youth.
Harold Gray, who had the'
dering as to Just what the ex-GoverOf Ward Three
How long have you lived in the United States?
local fans agog when he appeared in'
’ nor was aiming at. So far he has
' enlightened no one.
How long have you been to school? .........................................................
Empire Theatre some months ago.
Ward One
I He may have some ideas as to what
In what language has your school work been?
..............
The semi-final brings together
Alderman—Donald L. Kelsey.
{should be done with the Republican,
School Board—Louis Cates.
Walter
Reynolds of Rockland and
What
do
you
wish
to
study?
.....................................................................
Warden—F Evelyn Cates.
party in MaJne, and some notions as
Elementary
Jock
Bonney
of Liberty. Reynolds J
Reading:
Ward Clerk—Lowell E. Tripp.
to what Percival P. Baxter wants to
Ward Two
Intermediate
is
considered
the
best of his weight;
do politically, but he is keeping them
Alderman—Capt. John Bernet.
in Rockland and Bonney has been
to himself most successfully these
Advanced
School Board—Mrs. H. V. Tweedic
knocking 'em right and left.
days.
Elementary
Arithmetic:
Warden—Harold C. Simmons.
The prelims are: Jack OBrien of
But W’hile he maintains this atti
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Doris Jordan.
Intermediate
Rcckland vs. Rookie Wright of Bel
tude and tells close friends that all
Ward Three
Advanced
fast; Dor. Robbms of Thomaston vs.
he desires is to remain a plain pri
Alderman—Maurice F Lovejoy.
Writing ...........
School Beard—Mrs. Ruth Elling- vate citizen, who takes an interest fn
Jack Fuibush; and Frank Larrabee)
wood.
vs. Kid Favrcau of Rockland.
his State and its welfare and delights
Spelling ........
Warden—Albert M HastingsHistory ..........
Ward Clerk—Mrs Hope Brewster. in watching its politics, others are
NEW NUMBER PLATES '
{doing some talking. Whether one is
Ward Four
Geography ....
has been or would like to be a follower
Alderman—Maynard L. Marston.
Civics ............
Scries Numbers \\ ill Make
School Beard—Rev. E. O. Kenyon. of the former Governor, there is one
Other subjects:
Warden—Harold J Philbrook.
absolutely certain fact in the political
Their First Appearance In
Ward Clerk—Miss Hazel Spear.
life of Maine, which is: There are a
Ward Five
This State
pile of Baxter supporters in Maine.
Alderman—William J. Sullivan.
—
• • • •
School Board—Harold Whitehill.
The r.ew 1934 automobile number {
In
all
the
talk
of
what
the
Republi

Warden—Donald Haskell.
pla .es and eperator licenses have ar-1
Ward Clerk—Raymond A. Hoch. can party in Maine needs which has
rived at the automobile registration >
Ward Committee—Walter Chaples. prevailed for the past year, no name
Harold Philbrook. Kenneth White, A.
office, located in the Central Maine
has figured more than that of exP Lamb.
Power building, corner of Union and
Gov.
Baxter.
In
all
sections
of
the
N NASH SHOWROOMS from coast to coast the 1934 Nash
Ward Six
Willow street, in this city, and under
State his name is and has been fre- the contestants in 1930. and Partridge
WAS
LADIES'
NIGHT
Alderman—Joshua N. Southard.
a new plan recently inaugurated by
quently mentioned for State chair- won. although Dwinal made a good
is on display—all models with Tuin-Ignition valve-in-head
School Board—I. Lawton Bray.
Camden-Rockport
and
B:JSecretary of State Robinson C.
■Warden—James P Aylward.
man of the party. Equally is it sug. . . . . ------ by well
motors!
1934 cars styled with a new "Speedstream" grace
Ward Clerk—Israel Snow.
gested that he ought to oppose the Dwinal is looked upon
fast Clubs Have a Happy 1
‘Vl
bl‘“8
Hf
Ward Seven
renomlnatlon of Senator Hale, while taown Hepublicans as the best bet
q'[.f new piateS are decidedly dif
that makes them unforgettably smart—the most "easily recog
Alderman—Augustus B Huntley.
there are a lot of Republicans who for
Part>’ in thls district' ’n,e>'
1 lme ,n Camden
ferent than those of other years and j
School Board—Mrs Gladys Jones
believe
that
he
would
meet
the
de

instead of five or six figures no plat" j
nized" cars on the street. And they’re powered to make motor
figure that he would make a bangMorgan.
mand that the younger element of
Camden-Rockport and Bel- will have more than three the highup candidate for Governor to oppose
Warden—Alden Perry.
ing a sport again. Powered to take the lead in traffic... to soar
the
cognized. for he is a fast Lions Clubs held a Joint ladies
„umber b;ing
but each p[>te
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Frances Far- Brann next year.
rand.
No amount of inquiry, as yet. has young man. In his career as a mem- nigh', at St Thomas parish house in bears a letter combination before th"
easily and swiftly up hard-pull grades ... to have power left
brought definite information as tc
cf both branches of the Legisla- camCjen Wednesday night, with an figures. The Rockland office has
OPPORTUNITY IS KNOCKING
what the Baxter views on these *”* “ We\1 “,C0U"ty
attendance of about 70 The rooms been assigned series CCCCCC
when ywf’te had all you want! <J Add to your knowledge
are
Men who have long beer Knox County, he has shown his
RSTtWW
On this page appears a question fhirirs
things are. Men who have long been
regard him as were decorated with L.on emblem; and the colors are b.aek figures with
of motor car progress by visiting a Nash showroom today!
naire of more than ordinary signifi close political friends to Baxter say ability, so that tney regard nim as
orange background.
that there is nothing doing; that he desirable in every way.
and colors. An excellent dinner wa
cance in that it provides the first
Operator licenses terminate on the J
will not consider any of them.
Congressman Moran will be the served by the caterers troin Wads
BI 1LT-IX QIIET VENTILATION
nil ... I OO ... 1 2.5 HOBSBPOWBB
step. for those who desire to in
last of the year and drivers should
Next
to
Baxter
it
is
probable
that
Democratic
nominee
without
an.,
wcrt
|j
j
nn
w
j
r?re
the
Camaen-Kock
Not only draftless, but always quiet, and provides unob
crease their educational qualifica
Twin
Ignition
valve-in-head
motors
in
til
models!
Tuvtpuk
apply for their new licenses as soon ,
ex-Congressman Partridge of Norway question and it _is____
felt__________
that with
structed vision. In cold and stormy weather, a faltnttij "Air
plugs ignite the gasoline from opposite sides of each cyltions through the medium of an
him, the chances of
Club holds its regu.ar meetings. as posable in order to relieve the'
Vent" in the front door windows provides complete venti
_
secre ary George W. Dyer of the
inder-which adds 22% mote power, 5 miles an hour more
evening school. Copies of this has more people guessing than any Dwmal opposing
last minute rush.
lation with absolute comfort.
top speed, and 2 more miles from a gallon of gasoline!
nthpr man who has fitnired in Mainp Republican success in the second disJ
‘
h
. _ host c’.ub was master of cercmonic
questionnaire will be distributed otner man uno nas ngurea in Maine
among the High School pupils at PoUtlcs. Like Baxter he is maintain- trtct ™uld ‘*Jrca^
dT
and presented Everett Humphrey
ADVANCED STYLE . . . LUXURY
z\ WONDER CAR
401X4 IDKATAL MTABTBR
tag a smiling silence, smoking hit ^ar 35 known Dwinal has made no de
assembly. to be taken home for cigar and telling a good story, when ciston as to whether he will go talc and Mrs Hun,p‘,rc>' ’“J* 4
Streamlined parking lamps and tail lights built into the
Saves time and effort. Conserves battery life. When the clutch
their own benefit or to be turned a question is so point blank that it the contest or not. but it is known
heavy roll-edge skirted fenders. New Marquee hood with
pedal is depressed the motor starts! One of many advance
covered hot pla-e in recogn. The New Nash Is a Marvel
embossed speed-lines. "Speedstream" style with "go" in
over to other persons who may be can be dodged in no other way.
ments in ease of operation. A touch of a finger shifts gears
that the suggestion has been made t-°a ot a re”nt b'rlilda}\ WlUU"
of Beauty and Unrivalled
every line. Rare luxury. Extra-large package compartment
at any speed. The new Nash synchro shift transmission has
interested.
Two definite propositions have been to him—Sam Conner in the lewiston ar*“- o. e. a, . .s v.i p.
in the dash. Ultra smart instrument panel—all instruments
smooth-meshing,
helical
gears
—
quiet
in
all
speeds.
Brakes
The evening school, thus conin Performance
Journal.
dent ot b*s club was ca21ed l:oon *or
assembled in two great, easily-read dock-face dials.
arc
wider
and
fully
equalized,
w
ith
steel
and
iron
drums.
templatcd. is lostered and financed Put UP to hlm a»d a third* tentatlvea few remarks. Then came Hodson
A genuine sensation in the auto
by the Federal government and will ly. Tnc two definite propositions
C. Buzzell. whose interest in promotCIVIL SERVICE EXAMS
nifc Mi A' fiKMIKfi. 116' uhatOau, 8« H. P..................................... »7/IS Ho »7!t.S
are:
Oppose
the
renomination
of
mobile interests here has been cre
serve the double purpose of fur
Becdy for Congress in tiie First Dis-------:.j the U S R / :
. vs t
.iUVA.\1 KH EI6IIT tiKRIKfi, 121' uhttlkate, 100 H P . . . 910113 In 9/093
ated
by
the
beautiful
new
Nash
now
nishing education to those who trict and be the Republican candidate Vinalhaven One of the Postoffi.es the fore in every gathering of men
A.W«A.*N.I»«M EHiBT
15}' uMSan, 12, H P . 9/373 f« 9/973
on display at the Thomas-Nash Co.
have no other opportunity of ob
Coining Under Executive Ruling
and women along this highway.
for
governor
in
the
State.
The
third
i,nns,
yion
embt
seh
ex
142' uMi**, i2,h.p . 9/nieo m 97033
show
rooms.
Park
street.
taining it, and giving employment
District Deputy Governor I.ongipy
All fritti /.o.k Kinilia. Vn.— S4mtl Enoifninl Citral
N> ver in the history of Nash Motors
to practically all of the teachers is to think about the State chairman
At the request of the Postmaster of Waterville, advocated each club
Company has public interest in a
now idle. Classes may be formed ship.
General, the United States Civil Serv- having a Christmas party for needy
new car developed been so intense
to meet nights in the school build
Partridge has given no definite an- ice Commission announces an open {children and called attention to the and w.despread. It is pointed out
ings. or. when desired, teachers will
THOMAS-NASH COMPANY
swer to any of these, but it is known competitive examination to fill the noting >n Bar.gor cn Nov. 16. when that the Nash
_ engineers
_ ____________
_
and designgo into homes for two hours three
that he has had serious conversation
lQn
poslxnastcr at each of the ,the Pr“‘dcnl
Llons International P
havc
b"cfQr?
afternoons or evenings each week
118 Park Street
Phone 1178
Rockland
Republicans in various parts of
h„rB)naf,„
_hlph , wlU * PrM!nt'
| orodui
,t io -rlklM
product
striking ln
in **
style and
and so
for individual or family group in with
the State. Those who know him unhereinafter nam
.
Among the interesting features of
advanced in performance as the new
struction. Old textbooks may be
derstand very well that no definite vacancy exists or is about to occur,
proaraal -*as a tap dance by 11line for 1934. which is a tribute to [
used so that the only expense redecision will be reached by him until it is expected that appointments will year-old Elisha Richard, and nine- Ita-h engineering genius and leaderquirea from the individual is that
all the information available has be made as a result of this examina- year-old Marilyn Davis. Fred Chel- | ship.
of obtaining suitable paper, pencils,
1 A colonel of our acquaintance says
been acquired and thoroughly digested, tion unless it is found in the interest
of Belfast • sang several Scotch
CAMDEN
NORTH HAVEN
These esrs carry out the dominant
etc. If there is a demand for it a
; the Arizona man who was frightened
Oxford County men who discuss the of the service to fill any vacancy by songs aCccmpanied by Mrs. Henry fundamental principle upon which
business training course may be «>4 44«wm *-l /./.I n —n
xvzsw vri zvf izwvw ♦ ka a 4 i
i rvvs 'T'Vs i c ic nClt JLTI !
iw«_
e
i -i.
w»;
»-» _ i
1
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Augustine
Whitmore
Mrs.
Joseph
Regnier
has
returned
to death by seeing on a trail a rattle«
_
*
........
......
.......
...........
Nas-h
irasn
succrcs
succffs
has
nas
bern
errn
founded
iounae—
jivgivgiven, including elementary and
he will not give serious consideration examination under the Civil Service gmlth accomPanied by her mother
th„ publl„ ,he greatest possible and daughter Clara left Wednesday home after a niajor operation at sna’.ic which another man also saw
business arithmetic and office prac
to the governorship
governorship and they felt that Act and rules, but is held under an and a £peCial orchcstra brought by valUe at the lowest cost without their noon on the Westport for their an- Camden Community Hospital,
j was a weakling, and that he has sur
tice.
the Belfast club pleased all with her I sacrificing quality
nual sojeurn in F.orida. They travel
To this worthy end that there there js not much probability of his Executive order.
vived seeing in his bedchamber rattle
Next
meeting
of
the
Ladies
of
the
thinking long over the chairmanship
Vinalhaven is one of the post offices
and dance sgjections.
Th? tody lines of the 1934 Nash by car and expect to arrive at Sara- | GAR. will be held Friday evening. snakes with horns, when nobody else
may be an extension of educational
though they admit that he might be included under this ruling, the salary Mrs A wii,nan of Camden
fO* flow with a natural speedstream grace sota in a week’s time.
advantages, and that of giving em
induced to accept it. The congres- of the postmaster there beinc $2000 prano
charmed with b-r from front to rear, every line blendt
,
Regular meeting of Seaside Chap- could see them —Louisville Times.
ployment to idle teachers, co-opera atonal matter, they say, is the thing
The Get-together Club enjoyed a
j
i
The CivU Service Commission will singmg of“ vu.tor HerberVs „whea
ev
J
'
ter.
O.E.S. Monday evening,
tion is asked (and being received)
which wiU give him the most cause certify to the Postmaster General the You.re Away.„ „„ was encored
thcm
Lllnetlon. { well-attended meeting at the home (
from men and women of all the
for thought.
names of the highest three qualified ..j
yQU
.. and ..ulUe whUt.
A)1
( of Mrs. Julia Beverage Thursday. Mrs. Edna Mcore entertained the
local patriotic and club organiza
afternoon.
Reficshments
were Phiiathea Class of the Baptist
Throughout the First Dutrict there tllgU>!es, „ M my as three are
A nw,lty
tions. What it may mean to adults
served. The next meeting Nov. 23d Church Friday evening at her cotare rumbles of dissatisfaction with quaJlfled from which the Postmaster irodu;cd fey
ovfra;1 girb K;iUj_
who have been forced to forego
qu.tt, c'raftleM, and
I ta8e at Norton Pond.
Beedy. This does not necessarily por- General may select one for nomina- leen Waterman and Ruth Damery.; provides unobstructed vision. This I wlll be at the parsonage.
educational facilities, and to boys
tend his defeat in the 1934 primary tior. by the President.
Men
from
Washington
have
been
R3*1 Noble Grands meet at War
in a song and dance duet which end- innovation provides a new type of
and girls who have found it neces
There have been rumbles before and
Applicants will be required to as
sary to leave school before complet J he has come through with a win. In
ed with “School Days." Others on construction which )• without wind, looking over the Widow's Island r<?h Wednesday evening,
semble in an examination room for
Mrs. Albert E. Luce will entertain
ing their courses, may be readily ] 1932 there were a lot of these and Ed
the program were Hans Hcistad of whistle or i.oi:e. In cold or s ormy , project this week. It looks as though
scholastic tests, and will also be rated
something would be done toon.
the Be'.'iany Class of the Methodist
understood. Supt. E. L. Toner,
Rcckport.
who
fang
“
Mandalay,
folweather
the
patented
"air
vent"
proward E. Cnase of Cape Elizabeth on theta education and business excither at his office or by telephone,
*■' \ lowed by a Scandinavian : anz." Four- vid's complete ventilation wllh ab- I Mrs. J. O. Brown and daughter Church at the parsonage Tuesday
thought
he could lick Beedy
------- for the perience and fitness. The Civil Serv' __
salute
f
stands ready to furnish any re ! nomination
Vonie left Wednesday noon for Bos evening at 730. The Lend A Hand
Tne returns proved him ice Commission will make inquiry tecn Days
i
“ ' coni
, ,
quired inforniatgm or assistance. wrong.
am0ng representative business and
Tony Accardi ol Rockla,*d was a
tRV‘tcd 10 vUlt
«ara8c ! ton where they will spend the winter. Club will be guests at this meeting.
It is an opportunity which may
*
professional men and women of the «reat suc« s in vo;al numbcrs from 'ind/':F:Ct 11,15 SCI'£a!io^‘
car. Friends of Miss Vonie rejoice at her
Mrs. Ralph Carleton will be host
never come again, and we hope
Of all the Republican members of community concerning the expert- his flrst offerl«8 "River through • Fit
adv.
speedy recovery from the illness of ess to the Monday Club next, week at
there are many in Rockland who . Congress from Maine. Beedy has done ence ability, and character of each As a Fiddle" and
and "Lazy Borns
Bor.es,"
with the
the summer.
her home in Rcckpcrt.
will promptly take advantage of it. the most effective campaigning. H: applicant, and the evidence thus se- which he had to sing twice to satisfy
STRAND THEATRE
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Bernard Jordan of
Mrs. Charles Burgess entertains
The Salvation Army, under the has mlxcd and minRIed with tl,c vot' cured will be considered in determin- 1 the demands of his audience
Something brand new under the 1 Medfield. Mass., former residents of the ladies of the Methodist society [
supervision of Ensign and Mrs. ers' He knows them and
know in« the ratings to be assigned to the
lilmustcal sun, “rhythmic photogra- North Haven have been guests of Mr. next week at her home on Mechanic i
AUTOMATIC
WITH THE BOWLERS
—
,
,,H. ,,Hand
j
.
u j a'I him. He calls them by their names
aDniieaj»ts
Thomas
established
.
applicants.
and Mrs. Irving Grant for a few days i st; ?et
'
phy,"
featiu-es
the
opening
of
Maurice
without an introduction and they
Commission states that presiELECTRIC IRON
Chevalier's "The Way to Love," Mon- | this week. Mr. and Mrs. Orant and [
thrift shop which will 'be opened
Next Week's Garni-refer to him as "Carroll, not as Con- d?ntial postmasters are not in the i
Coming attractions at the Comlque ,
Tuesdays and Fridays. 9 a. m to 12 gressman Beedy.
Miss Eva Orant left with them on |
day.
[classified civil service and that Its | Monday Sim's Shop vs. Lior.
include for Saturday, “Fast Life,' j
The Coleman Automa
noon and 2 p. m. to 4 p. m. Ensign
For the first five minutes of the the Westport Wednesday
Tuesday—Telephone vs. Merchants.
When Cumberland and York Coun duties in connection with appoint
and
on
the
stage,
The
Kilgore
Musitic has every modem
and Mrs. Hand say they arc being ties constituted the First District
Wednesday — Clerks vs. Perry's first reel, characters, settings, voices
ments to such positions arc to hold
Roy Lobley returned Wednesday to cal Maidens; Monday and Tuesday,
besieged with calls for children's Beedy knew' his party in that way
and natural aotions, move rhythmic
feature to make your
Market,
and
Girls'
League.
examinations and to certify the re
Boston after spending a few days at Norma Shearer and Frederic March
underwear and clothing and men's When the redistricting of the State
Thursday—Telephone vs. Barbers. ally to the lilting tunes of “I'm a '.be home of his brother William Lob- in "Smiling Through;" Wednesday
sults to the Postmaster General. The
ironing easier, better
clothing and that the demands upon was completed in 1931, and more coun
Friday — Special match. Thomas Lover of Parce,” a song mirroring the ley.
Commission is not interested in the
and
Thursday,
Bing
CTostoy
in
"Too
and to save you time.
the Army will be heavy this winter ties were added, he proceeded to go
d.- content of the average person.
political, religious, or fraternal afflli- and Gay vs. Gardner and Stewart.
Much Harmony."
They appeal io the local public for out and get acquainted with the vot- aUons Qf any appUcant
"The Way To Love" is a story of
Mrs. Herman Crockett was in
Has automatic adjust
lnfor.
donations of fcoci, clothing, etc., and ers of those areas. He did a good job tnation and application blanks may be
Paris; a romance between a tourist Rcckland Wednesday and Thursday
The ladies of the Methodist society
Clerks 4, L.'ons 1
able heat regulator.
if possible money so that they may The primary of 1932 established, that obtained at the poslofflce for which
guide and a street yamln, played by of this week. Mr. Crockett, was in will serve a baked bean supper at the
The bald Lions were outpointed 91
Never too hot, never
Maurice Chqval.cr and Ann Dvorak, Roekland Thursday, returning with vestry Saturday night, Nov. 18, from
be able to carry on for Rockland Folks listened to the talk and talked the examination is held.
pins in their match with the Clerks respectively.
too cool.
and for 'irrounding towns. Their repeal of the 18th amendment, for
her.
5.30 to 7.
Thursday night, but managed to save
Charlie Chan, that bland Chinese
address is Salvation Army. 477 Mata which Chase stood and which Beedy
FOR CHAIN STOKES
one point from the ruins. Mouradian
Church services Sunday will be:
Miss Elizabeth Gillis who has been
STURDY, ACCURATE, LONG_____
detective from Hawaii, will walk tne
street or phene 514
i opposed and then said:
Worship
at 11. staging by the choir, spending several months with Mr.
LASTING THERMOSTAT
Commissioner
of
Internal
Revenue,
had
.
hl8:i
11081
hacl
"
lon
"
screen
again
in
“
Charlie
Chan's
____________
“Well, guess we'd better send Car_.
_
sermon by the pastor, “Jesius In the and Mrs. John Stahl, left. Thursday
•
How’would you like to be the ice- roii back, even though he is for the Guy T. Hclvcring announces tha! lcad for hi8h total- Thp summary: Greatest Care,” Tuesday
.
... .
.. I
_
DEPENDABLE, LONG-LIFE
man? That is a perfectly proper i amendment; he's been there a long 1 chain
store operators will
be permitClerks__
—TLc Gage, 276; Mniimellnn
Mouradian.
The latest picture is especially note Temole;" Sunday school at 10. At for Sarasota, Fla., where she will
HEATING ELEMENT
question to ask Patrolman CharlesC. time and knows the ropes; he'll be ted to file one inventory and return
Brault, 251, Liniels, 264; Stew- worthy in that it combines the trium the evening service comes the sec spend the winter. She was accom
Mclntcsh who is about to eschew brass better than a greenhorn.”
covering stocks on hand in their sev-; art'
total, 1333.
virate of the most successful Charlie ond in the series cf illustrated ad panied by Mr. and Mrs. Augustus
The Coleman Automatic
buttons ar.d toy with ice cakes. He I And that is just what they did cral places of business without the Lions—Annis. 239; C. Black, 255; Chan screen stories. Oland
___
as the dresses. "Dr Nye." Young people Whitemore and daughter Clara of
Iron saves you money,
has bought a half interest in the Ma- They renominated him and sent him necessity of attaching thereto a sepa- Elliot. 250; Newman, 234; Jones, ac:or and Biggers a? the author are meet at 6.30. Let us make Sunday North Haven, who will also spend
work and clothes. Beauti
the winter there.
loney ice business and will enter upon baCk to Washington, the only Repub- rate inventory for each location where 264; total, 1242.
joined again by Hamilton MacFad- a big day at the church.
ful in appearance; finished
his new duties the first of the year, lican congressman elected from goods are held. This permission is
I den, director cf "The Black Camel,"
in lustrous super-chromium
"Charlie" has made a very popular ( Maine.
granted with the understanding thal
and others.—adv.
plate.
iKasuo
and efficient guardian of the peace,, Right now in the second Congres- complete data on which the consoliand it will tc r.o easy job to find a, sionaJ District the trend of opinion dated inventory and return is based
SEE THEM AT—
VINALHAVEN
CHIROPODY, MANICURING, SHAMPOOING AND PERMANENT
Osteopathic Physician
successor who can well nandle motor .seems to be toward Zelma Dwinal of shall be maintained at the prlncipa
WAVING
The Relief Corps will hold a sale
car and baby carriage traffic in the Camden to fill the Congressional place office of the company, and a copy ot 38 SUMMER ST..
ROCKLAND
MILLINERY, LADIES* AND CHILDREN'S FURNISHING
TEL. 13G
of cake and candy next Wednesday
city's most congested section He will on the Republican ticket in next year's the individual inventory of each sepa
408 MAIN ST.
TEL. 791
34 MAIN STREET, CAMDEN, ME,
127,129tf
135&14I
at Benter Crane's store,
election. Dwinal and Partridge were rate store is retained on the premises
be greatly missed.

(Municipal Election. Dec. 4)
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS

TWIN IGNITION

VALVE - IN -HEAD MOTORS /

I

<j

/ ,

Easier, Quicker,
Better Ironing

Coleman

EDWIN L. SCARLOTT

DR. CLEMERET M. WALDEN

Crie Hardware Co.

Every-Othcr-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

dockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November II, 1933
Battery E will furnish the firing j
squad and color guards for the exer
cises at Winslow-Holbrook Square.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

ARMISTICE DAY
PROCLAMATION

Nov. 11—Llmerock Valley Pomoi
meets with Pleasant Valley Orani
Rockland.
Nov 14-15—Thomaston—“The Vinegar
Tree" by Adelyn Bushnell Players at
Watts hall, auspices Nursing Association
Nov. 15—Monthly meeting of ParentTeacher Association.
Nov. IS—Annual Unlversallst fair.
Nov. 16— A Peach of a Family" at
Pleasant Valley Grange hall.
Nov. 16—Baptist Men's League meetst
Nov. 16—Warren— Seth Parker Night"
at Baptist Church.
Nov. 21— 12 to 7.30 p m). Woman's
Educational /Jlub at Bok Nurses' Home.
Miss Ellen Duly hostess
Nov, 23-24— "Jerry of Jericho Road.l'
auspices Parent-Teacher Association at
R H. 8. auditorium.
Nov. 30—Thanksgiving Day.
Dec. 4—City election.
Dec 6—Methodist fair.
Dec 6-8 - Thomaston — Methodist
Ladles Aid Christmas sale and supper.
Dec. 19-21— Pruning and thinning
demonstrations In Knox and Lincoln
Counties.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.

The termination of the great
est war in hlctory ever known
was brought about by declaring
an Armistice by the NaUons In
volved of which our own Coun
try was an Ally. Millions of our
young men were enlisted in serv
ice and. whereas, Saturday, Nov.
II, marks thr fifteenth annlve-rary for thr admiration and love
that we hold for them. Let us
all join fn closing our several
places of business and show our
appreciation and thankfulness
to those gallant young men that
we are so proud to pay our high
est tribute of respect.

The Democrats of Ward 4 will meet
Monday night at E. C. Moran Co.'s
office.

C. M. Richardson,
Mayor.

The Rockland Shells are going'
against the real article at Community
Park Sunday afternoon when they
will tackle the famous Westbrook
Blues. It will be quite the game ot
the season and will begin at 2 o'clock i
instead of 2 30.
Representative Louis A. Walker, vet
eran Rotarian worker and student, J
presented yesterday to the local club
a talk on "The Work of Rotary" that
reflected his years of intensive study 1
of the subject. He touched on four
major activities—student loans, boys' j
work, aid to crippled children and the 11
building up of improved relations be
tween rural and urban folks. It was1
hailed by the members as possibly the j
best of many talks Mr. Walker has
presented to the club.

IN THE
CHURCHES

The American Legion Auxiliary
meets Monday evening at 7.30.

No Scrap Heap

3^

Congressman Moran received word
yesterday that the Postoffice Departmqpt lias approved the plan for a new
federal building at Boothbay Harbor.
By arrangement, with Samuel
Frcr.:h Co. of New York "Sunday
Night ati Seth Parker's" Is to be
presented in the Warren Baptist
Church next Thursday evening, j

SERMONETTE

Page Three

Horace Maxey taking the role of
Seth. In the presentation songs will j
be sung by Chester Wyllie and Roger
Teague, tenors; Charles Wilson, bari- j
tone; Mrs. Doris Overlock, soprano;
and quartet numbers by Messrs.
Wyllie, Teague, Wilson and John
Rcbinson. The proceeds will be used
to transport children in the rural
communities to Sunday school each j
week.

The Sunshine Society will meet . The letter carriers will make a! Members of the Methebesec Club j
The world over, men are study
Monday afternoon at the Central residential delivery Armistice Day will be particularly interested in j
Knox County Community Center
ing the cold facte of this crisis,
•
but
no
other.
Maine clubroom.
listening to the all-Tschaikovsky
and th'2 answer is not yet written. tonight (Saturday) at 7.30 will hold
program commemorating the 40th an
The Past Grands and Past Noble
November meeting of the niversary of the composer’s death to Technocracy was not the answer. a memorial service in connection with
Grands meet in Warren next W«P Nurs<'s' Alum™ Association of. Knox be presented by the New York Phil It had not even found the facts. Armistice Day. Mi Larcombe will
nesday night, supper being served on HosPiU1
Plate Wednesday harmonic Orchestra Sunday, Nov. 12, i Years will be required to recon preside. Sunday school 2.30 p. m.
their arrival
afternoon at 2 o'clock at the Bok from 3 to 5 p. m. over the Columbia struct society. It must have firm Evening service at 7.30, to be con
er foundations and purge itself of ducted by a special speaker. Cloth
_____
Nurses' Home
network. Bruno Walter, famous con
W. S. Cross, Kenneth Spear and,
ductor will wield the baton. Grete' the supreme selfishness which ing is urgently needed. A soup
The Drum Corps appearance (Fri
Stueckgold. soprano, will be the fea- 1 has led to the collapse of this kitchen will be opened by the end ,of
Clifford Cross left Friday night for
day night) is for the purpose of
the Dead River region on a deertured soloist, and will sing in English machine age.
next week. Donations of food, prod
boosting the Legion picture at Strand
Human society is not safe, uce and money may be sent in care
hunting trip.
instead of Russian.
_____
Theatre. It will be shown after the I
when in times of plenty it fails of Mr. Larcombe, P. O. Box 340.
——
"Dardy" RackUff of the rural car- sccond performance (Friday night),
The Senior class of the high school to set up reserves to carry on in Families are already being helped
announces as its annual play "Climb lean years, without, discharging The center has office and rooms on
rier service is in the Big Woods, deci
------hunting. Charles Higgins is looking L. A. Walker spoke before Warren ing Roses," to be given Dec. 7-8. The skilled workers and cutting wages. Main street, part of the Studley
after his customers meantime.
High School Thursday afternoon as j leading roles will be taken by Ruth A civilization cannot, and ought
store.
a part of the observance of “Educa- j Dondis, Charles Ellis and Helen Pie- not to, endure, unless it cares for
The battleship New Mexico war tion Week." His topic was "Eco trosky, whose fine performances in the citizens who have built and
The Woman’s Foreign Missionary
having her standardizatioln trial on nomic Short Circuits," and was very the junior play last year are still re- 1 sustained it.
Society of the Methodist Church
called with pleasure. Others in the I
the Rockland course when The Cou-(.well received.
Men and women must not. be met Thursday afternoon at the
rier-Oazette went to press (Friday
------cast will be Russell Bartlett, Anna J thrown on the scrap heap who
home of Mrs. William Ellingwood.
afternoon).
' Ensign Thomas Hand of the Sal- Winchenbaugh, Norman Stanley, made life endurable for a young
Mrs. H. V. Tweedic conducted the
------.
' vation Army will conduct a service James Pellicane, Esther Nickerson, er generation, simply in old
The Washington Associated Prest' m the Ingraham Hill chapel at 2.30 Esther Chapman, (Eleanor Tibbetts age to be faced with suffering devotional period, using a beautiful
despatch intimating that the McKay I gunday afternoon. There will be I ar.d Charles Havener. Miss Dorothy- worse than death. If colossal Interpretation of the 23rd Psalm
written by Mrs. John R. Mott, a
radio station in Cushing might be special music. The topic of Ensign Parker of the English department is
wealth is to be permitted, then a noted figure in missionary wprk
transferred to Thomaston sounds like1 Hand’s sermon will be "Seeing Jesus." j coaching.
provision must be made for the Mrs. C. E. Brooks took the part of (
a mistake leastwise nobody around welcome is extended to all who deones whose labor created that the Psalmist, Mrs. George W. Gay
SALVATION ARMY WEEKEND
the station seems to know anything, cfde
worsjljp at this service,
wealth. Society must reconstruct the interpreter, and Mrs. Tweedic 1
about it.
I
------Saturday evening—In the hail. its medical services now available the gospel messenger. Appropriate J
------- „ .
' Miss Caroline Jbmeson enters
The Windsor Hotel dining room it
Christian Praise Service. Preaching freely to only two classes, the rich hymns interspersed the presentation.
11
. upon her duties as teacher of the
and paupers.
wlfaxt will be closed this winter, but
Mrs. Tweedie also gave a report ol
Beiiasi win oe ciosiu
recently formed accredited Bible by Ensign Hand. Topic. “The Joy ot
All life's earnings of thrifty the recent, branch meeting in Con
nlAns
are
made
to
open
early
next
the
Lord."
plans are mao« iv pe
,
at
versaUst Sunday|
spring. Victor B Whittier will
t
.
Sunday—10 a. m. Sunday school, people are often swept away by necticut which she attended as a j
main as manager, as several people ^ool tomorrow. The church is to, leader Mrs. Shaw; 11 a. m„ Holiness sickness. Taxes must be used to
delegate. The remainder of the
have taken apartments there for the * congratulated in securing Miss jervlee. preaching by Ensign Hand. benefit citizens and lightened.
afternoon was devoted to business
next five or six months.
' *meson for thls work' her own cul‘ Topic, “The Source of the Christians'
The years required for a liberal and discussing the season's study and
____
tural background being certain to
Strength;" 6 p. m„ open-air service education must be shortened
activities.
Senator White wrote Public Works lend interest in this undertaking.
conducted by the young people, toi- They are out of proportion to life
Administrator Ickes Thursday urging
------lowed by a Young People's service in as a whole. Faith in God and no
The annual night sessions in the
immediate action on the requested At the meeting of the Woman's! the hall; 730 p. m., senior and Young human scrap heapschools as a part of Education Week
public works allotment of $40,000 for Auxiliary of Knox Hospital Tuesday
William A. Holman.
People's open-air service combined at
me: with greater success than ever,
construction of the breakwater al Mrs Beulah Allen was authorized tc
School street; 8 p. m„ evangelistic
tht re being an attendance of around
fcriehaven Harbor. Me. The project make expenditures under the dlrecservice in the hall, preaching by En
At the Congregational Church to 200 at the high school Wednesday
has been recommended by the Wai tion of Miss Ellen Daly, superintensign Hand, topic. "Things That Ac morrow morning Mr. Rounds wil!
night and junior high Thursday.
Department
' dent. Mrs. W. H. Wolcott, of Camden
company Salvation."
preach on the subject "Our Heritage
------presented a report of membership
Classes were conducted so that par
Of American Idealism."
Sunday
Maine Pharmacists havc appointed drive jn tha.t town. Mrs. D. L. Mcents and friends might have the op
ST. GEORGE CHURCHES
School at noon. The Comrades Ol
a committee to study the problems p^y directed sewing. The next
portunity to see just how this work
with which they will be confronted ’ mecting will be the first Tuesday Ir. Tenants Harbor and Wiley Corner the Way will meet in the vestry at is carried on day after day. Prior
6.30 o'clock.
with the repeal of prohibition. It December.
to the regular class work an inter
• • • •
Services
Sunday
morning
at
the
comprises Lewis O. Barrows of New------usual hours ln these churches. Spe
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) esting assembly period was put on
port. Carroll Coughlin of Augusta and
Everybody is discussing Russia
Wednesday evening by high school
Francis Frawley of Bangor. It wul right now hence there is particular cial music, duet by Mrs. Willis Wil- , Rev. E. O Kenyon, rector, the services students under the direction of
son and Mrs. F. W. Barton. The pas- for tomorrow will be appropriate for
submit a report of its conclusions, interest in the announcement of the
tor will begin a short series of Sun- the 22d Sunday after Trinity. Holy Charles Ellis. The program featured
------entertainment committee that Rev.
Margaret McMillan in a violin solo.
The economic collapse from which H p Huse wilI
lhe speaker at the day morning sermons on the general Communion at 7.30; church school at
Florence Dean in a saxophone solo,
theme,
“
Living
It
Through
Victari9
30;
Choral
Eucharist
and
sermon
at
we are emerging has forced the Fed- me€tlng 0( the Baptist Men's League
Charlotte Mattatall in a dramatic
eral government to adopt a r.ew nexl Thursday night. His subject will ously." The morning subject will be 1030; Vespers at 430.
reading, Elzada North in a musical
policy, National Credit for Local
..Rus.sia In Its World Relationship.” “Living It Through Victoriously in
At First Church of Christ, Sclen- reading, Jane Welch and Mary Hav
Needs. This subject will be discussed an(J jn inviting an open forum this My Own Life," the next in the series
at the Glover store meeting of the vigorous North Haven pastor is quite “In My Own Home,” third, "In tist, corner cf Cedar and Brewster ener ln a vocal duet, Marion Harvie
Thanksgiving;" fourth, "In My Own streets. Sunday services are at. 10.30, in a trumpet solo, Carl Spear in ac
Knickerbockers Sunday at 12 o'clock apjc to take
0( himself.
Church;" fifth, “In My Own Com- and the subject of the Lesson-Scr- cordion selections, and Ruth Har
If you are a man you are invited.
------mon tomorrow will be “Mortals and per in a vocal solo. Mrs. Charlotte
The annual Unlversallst fair takes munity."
Strand Theatre next week: Mon place Wednesday, with the doors The 6.15 Christian Endeavor service' Immortals." Sunday School is at Jackson, Margaret Dunton and Ruth
day. Maurice Chevalier in "The Way
opening at 2.30 p. m. Conducted on will be led by Miss Vivian Drinkwater 11.45. Wednesday evening testimony Dondis acted as accompanists. The
To Love;” Tuesday, "Charlie Chan's
a simpler scale than in past years, of Brewer, third vice president of the meeting is at 7.30. The reading room entire program was pleasingly pre
Oreatest Case;" Wednesday, George
only aprons, cooked food and candy Maine Christian Endeavor Union. All is located at 400 Main street, and is sented.
Arliss in “Voltaire;” Thursday,
open week days from 2 until 5 p. m.
••Broadway to Hollywood." with 300 *U1 be offered for sale. A chicken are invited to this service.
• • • •
d!ncmg beauties; Friday. Richard P«e supper will be served from 5 to 7.
Extract from a tetter received by a
At 7 o'clock the pastor's subject will
Rev.
George
H. Welch will have as mother from her daughter at col
Dix in "No Marriage Ties;" Saturday Committee chairmen are: Cooked be the first in a Sunday evening series
••Wild Bovs of the Road."
Ella S. Bird; aprons. Mr, on John's messages to the Seven the topic of his sermon at the Uni- lege:
"I realize, mother, that daddv is
_____
Oeorge L. St. Clair; candy, Mrs. Churches, as found in Revelation versaUst Church at the 10.45 service
The party given for the Junior Dc- George B. Wood; supper, Mrs- L. F. Sunday School at the usual hour “A Flock of Crows." The quartet will paying a lot to keep me at school ano
Take Bibles to the mid-week service sin8 “A thousand shall fall." Ballard, that I must try and learn something.
partment of the First Baptist Sun- chase.
for the devotional study ln following and "Rest in peace, ye Flanders I am taking up contract."—Boston
day School Wednesday afternoon
------brought out about" 60 children who en- The November meeting of the Par- the "Read it (the New Testament) 1 dead," Nevin. Church school is at Transcript.
noon and Y P.C.U. at 6 p. m. The
Joyed games and a feast of eatables en^_ Teacher Association takes place through ln twenty weeks" plan.
week's
activities include ChapimClass be "The future judgment." Prayer
•
•
•
«
Mrs. Elizabeth Williamson acted Wednesday evening at the high
Tuesday evening with Mrs. Ralph L. meeting on Tuesday evening at 7.30
Long Cove
as chairman, and was assisted
instead of Monday evening,
Smith and the annual fair Wednes ar.d on Wednesday evening the Ladies'
by some other teachers in the dcregular date. It promises to be
At St. George's Church (Episcopal)
Aid will meet in the vestry.
partment, Mrs. Evelyn Sherman and
unusual Interest as Miss Lou Rev. E. O. Kenyon, pastor. Vespers day afternoon.
• * • •
Mrs. Leonard Hall being in charge Bukpr
Augus,tft. elementary school and sermon at 7 p. m. will be held
"Vision" will be tne pastor's sermon
of refreshments and Mrs. Clara Greg- £UDervl£Or win
the speaker. Miss tomorrow.
____________
topic at the Pratt Memorial M. E.
ory and Mrs. Lillian Joyce in chargi Buker who has
heard here
MARRIED
Church tomorrow morning at 10.30.
of games.
I
always has a message of
Hobertson-creamer At st. Mark's The anthem by the vested choir wlU
Church. August. Nov. 8. by Rev Her be “This is my commandment." Nevin.
Something of Tnation was ere- vital interest to Impart. The meetbert E Pressey, Charles A Robertson
ated in the vicinity of the Strand Ing will be open to the public.
and Miss Mildred B. Creamer.
Mrs. Marianne Bullard and Harold
Theatre building Thursday afternoon
DIED
Greene will sing as a duet "My faith
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union
when a motor car driven by Edward
SHEPHERD—At Rockport. Nov 9 Emma I looks UP to Thee," Lachner. Church
« XW?frnonm. V d^Fun^m ' £Ch°01 WiU mPet 8t 12 °'Cl0Clt: £p’
M. Hamblin, steward on the steamer ' Veterans holds its annual fair next
Sunday at 2 o'clock from the residence worth League at 6 30 and Glad OosNorth Haven, mis-stayed and crashed Wednesday afternoon The doors
Please omit flowers.
into the northern window of James open at 2. In addition to the sale of ROAKES-At Brooklyn. N Y.. Nov. 7. } peF service at 715 wlth hymn Singing
fancy
work,
aprons,
cooked
food,
Richard Ralph Roakes. aged 44 years under the leadership of Parker
Dondis' fruit store. The plate glass
Funeral Sunday at 1.30 o'clock from ,,,
.
. ,
,
was smashed into smithereens, and candy and grabs, there will be an
A d Davis & Son chapel. Thomaston.! Worrey and special musical numbers.
the showcases looked as though they opportunity for playing cards at a BVun,Nn^^"At PortjCiJ'<le' NoX; 8' wn" The pastor's evening topic will fcc "A
llam Brennan, aged 76 years. 10 months.
.
8
had been struck by one of Sam Mor small fee. There will be a public
27 days. Funeral Sunday at i.3o' chain of blessing." Midweek service
o'clock
from
the
Advent
Church.
rill's earthquakes. Mrs. Donds was supper at 6 o’clock, under the direc
of Christian fellowship every Tues
in charge of the store at the time and tion of Mrs. Velma Marsh. Mrs. Allie
IN MEMORIAM
day evening at 7.15 o'clock.
In loving memory of our only son and
• « • •
got a greater thrill than furnished by Blackington, Mrs. Walter Prescott
brother. Leonard B. Elwell, who fell
Prayer meeting at 10.15 at the Litone of the Strand Theatre melodramas and Mrs. Carrie Winchenbaugh. asleep Nov. 11, 1932.
saw when footsteps faltered.
l tleflcld Memorial Church. Morning '
but her youngster, who was with her The usual business greeting of the God
When his heart grew weak and faint
.
at the time, thought it was great fun. Auxiliary takes place in the evening. He marked when his strength was fall- | servlce at 10-30, when tne pastor s SUbAnd* Hatened to each complaint
I JeCt WlU b:! "The g0Od man " ™
Mr. Hamblin, it appears, was break
bid him rest for a season
i choir will sing the anthem "We re
ing in a new car, and in the attempt
Annual Unlversallst Fair Wednes HeFor
his pathway had grown too steep.! , , ,
.
pasture, looking' beyond and Nil’s. Lima Bar- ;
In the fair green pasture
to make a U turn near the filling sta day, Nov. 15, at vestry. Doors open j He folded him ln
1 He gave our loved one sleep
ter will be soloist. Junior churcn
tion at the corner of Main and Win at 2.30. Aprons, cooked food and
Herbert L. Elwell and family.
meets at 10.30 and Sunday school at
ter streets missed the buoys and candy on sale. Chicken pie supper Tenant's Harbor.
1145 with everybody welcomed. At
struck head on. His car was not 5 to 7, 50c. Small tables may be re
5.15 the Intermediates will meet for
badly damaged, and he escaped per served by calling Mrs. Lillian McRae
1855
1933
organization and election of officers
Tel. 453-M.
135-136
sonal injuries.
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
and B.Y.P.U. at 6.15 led by Mrs. Perry
Football Sunday at Community
Football Sunday at Community
using the subject "Returns." Evan
Waldoboro, Me.
Park—Rockland Shells vs. Westbrook Park—Rockland Shells vs. Westbrook Artistic Memorials in Stone gelistic service at 7.15 opened with a
Blue Waves—2 o'clock sharp—adv. | sine waves—2 o’clock sharp —adv
sing when the pastor's subject win
122B-U
I

WATCH FOR
SERIES OF
SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Read them!
Profit by them!

“LEST WE FORGET”
COMRADES:

All Legionnaires, cx-servicc men and Auxiliary

members are earnestly requested to be at Legion Hall at 1 0 A. M. and
march to WINSLOW-HOLBROOK SQUARE where REDEDICA
TION SERVICES will be held at 1 I A.*M.

HOLIDAY ATTRACTIONS
LEGION BALL AT OCEAN VIEW BALL ROOM, opp. Rankin Block

at 8 P. M.
WHALEN S PRIVATEERS will furnish the MUSIC

SI RAND THEATRE:

There will be a midnight show Friday night

under the auspices and for the benefit of the AMERICAN LEGION.

FOOTBALL GAME AT COMMUNITY PARK
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL vs.

BELFAST HIGH

SCHOOL

Game starts at 2.1 5 P. M.

SUNDAY, NOV. 12:

At NOON, STATE COMMANDER Ray

mond E. Rendall will meet all Legionnaires at the AIRPORT.
PLEASE report at LEGION HALL at I I A. M. and march to AIR
PORT, headed by the DRUM CORPS.

By Order of Commander,

MILTON T. FRENCH.

aj"
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does so much to bring parents and Sheep, Warwick Deeping; No Second
children together and help them to Spring, Janet Beith; Bonfire, Dorothy
understand one another.
Where Canfield; A Nice Long Evening, Eliza
they read together, they grow up to beth Corbett; Proselyte. Susan Ertz;
gether.
Hilltops Clear, Emile Loring; There's
The celebration of Book Week at Always Another Year, Martha Ostenthe library this year will tc in tne I so; Clock Ticks On, Valentine WilI form of a hobby exhibit, illustrating i liams.
j children's books new and old. We arc
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
grateful to our library friends lor
TENANTS HARBOR
C. WINNIFRF.D COUGHLIN
Librarian making this exhibit possible. Story
St Oeorge Lo3ge. LOOT., will hold
hour will be held Friday at 4 o'clock
Every week-day: 9 a in to 8 30 p m.
regular meeting Tuesday, and mem
with
Miss
Madeline
Rogers
acting
as
GOSHEN
bers are requested to make a special
the storyteller. There will also be the
"How can you live In Goshen?"
effort to attend. Refreshments after
Said a friend from far.
awarding of the Summer Reading
"This wretched country town.
the meeting. Installation will not be
Where folks talk little things all year Club prize. The library extends a
public as reported, but every member
round.
And plant their cabbages by the moon!" cordial invitation to everyone.
may
invite one guest. All Rebekahs
• • • •
Said I:
"I do not live ln Goshen:
are invited.
Have
you
read
"No
Second
Spring."
I eat here, sleep here, work here.
Vivian Drinkwater of Brewer will
I live In Greece, where Plato taught.
by Janet Beith, the prize winner in
And Phidias carved, and Epictetus wrote.
be
speaker at the Christian Endeavor
I dwell In Rome.
the Stokes-Hodder $10,000 prize conWhere Michelangelo wrought ln color, test? Although it Is a quiet novel, it
Sunda>' al 6 P m al the ^P’
form, and mass.
Where Cicero penned Immortal lines. I has a charm and power all its ownltbit Church.
And Virgil sang undying songs!
! and is undoubtedly one of the most Plans are tein« "«de
have run'
Think not my life Is small
Because you see a puny place.
' important novels of the season, ano mng waUr put ln
church' Mr
I have my books; I have my dreams;
Norwood is to do the plumbing.
A thousand souls havc left for me en perhaps of its time.
chantment
Mrs. R. J. McKenzie left Friday
That transcends both time and place.
And so I live In Paradise.
Recent additions at the library are: morning for her home in Bridgeport,
Not here!"
Farm, Louis Bromfield; Enchanted Conn.
—Edgar Frank
Ground, Temple IBalley; Heavy Ernest Rawley's many friends will
be pleased to hear he is much im
The library's fiscal year closed Nov. Weather, P. G. Wodehouse; Master ol
proved ln health.
Jalna.
Mazo
de
la
Roche;
Two
Black
1 with a circulation during the past
year of 69.286 books for home use, a
gain of 3249 over the year of 1932.
These records show plainly that our
library has been more than a mere
storehouse for reading matter.
• • • •
This Is the time of year when all
roads lead to Book Week.
To place the Winter Memorial Wreaths and we arc
“Give a child books, then teach him
how to use the library, and whether
ready to make them to your order
he has books of his own or not, take
You want fresh straw flowers for your house bou
him to see the books which are writ
quets, to*. We have them.
ten and illustrated for children, and
which will remain in his mind as an
Chrysanthemums are in blossom—lovely ones
educational asset. Teaching the use
and the season is short
of the library at an early age Is per
haps one of the most valuable things
Get Yours!
we can do for a Fmall child today .”—
From It’s Up to the Women, by Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
This year Book Week celebrates its
FLOWER SHOP
15th anniversary. A great many
371
MAIN
ST.
TEL. 318-W
ROCKLAND
other weeks have come and gone since
131-U
the first observance of this children's
^2^
book festival in 1919, but Book Week
has been more widely observed from
year to year and has found a per
manent place, It seems, on the calen
dar cf children's fete days.
"Growing Up With Books”—the
theme for Book Week, 1933, has a
OFFERS
special significance, ln view of the
vast social and economic forces which
are now molding a new era. The boys
and girls of today are growing up
A Home Company and Local Investment
into a world where they will havc
more leisure time than any previous
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
generation has had, leisure which can
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
be immeasurably enriched by the
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
reading habit. People are reading
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
now not so much to use their leisure j
February,
May, August and November 1st. Callable
as to find out how to use it.
as a whole or in part at $ 105 a share.
Children need books, in the library,
in the school, most of all in the home
This stock, issued under the approval of the
—their own books to grow up on and ,
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
to grow’ up with. They need them be-1
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
cause they need Joy, and there is no 1
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
way of buying joy 6o cheaply as to I
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
buy tho right book for a reading
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock
child. Give children this birthright j
land, Maine.
of joy; Lay the foundation of a love of
reading and build, shelf by shelf,
year by year, the home library thal
109-S-tf

NOW

7s The Appropriate Time

SILSBY’S

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock

Camden-Rockland Water Co.
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Every-Other-Day

- and set ap thelr instruments on the
j tower. It was so cold while they
j here that they put on all the cloth:
jthey could find in order to keep warm
while working. Due to the wind they
One little sip and the ordi
j i emained three days. They boarded
nary cough is gone—a few
What our lightkeeperr and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
doses and tliat tough old
' with Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Connors.
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
hang on cough is heard no
Oct. 25 Freeman Oliver, a lobster
more—it’s really wonderful
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
fisherman of Popham Beach was to watch how speedily bad, lingering
I forced to spend the night with Mr. colds are put out of business.
Right away that tightness loosens
and Mrs. J. M. Connors as there was
flag pole is, came out on both sides a gale of wind which prevented his up—the bronchial passages clear—
Little River
you're on your toes again—happy
Myron Corbett returned home from of the flag pole and never struck the returning homc.
and breathing easier.
pole.
It
took
out
one
whole
window
Aroostook and has gone to work in
Keeper Urquhart and Howard. You never know what hour of the
frame and all thc glass out of an Alley went to Popham Beach aftei' night you'll need this powerful yet
Machias for a few days.
other window on the other side of mail Oct. 29.
harmless mixture that "acts like a
Florence was home during the
flash"—so get a 45 cent bottle of
the boathouse, also split the planking
The first assistant's shed is being Buckley’s Mixture itriple strengthi
teachers' convention.
in Mr. Rumery's row boat.
torn down. All the shingles have and keep it handy. Corner Drug Store,
Oeorge Porter's son Adin received
Mrs. Charles Tracy and son Cecil been taken off, part of the roof and i inc. and George H. Gardiner, Druga bad wound in the shoulder when were at the island for two days lastI gist, of Warren, and all druggists sell
one end.
he fell, striking the hammer of his
, , . .
it and money back if not delighted.
week.
shot gun on a rock with force
Mrs. Rachel Frost is spending the
Portland Head
cast of characters: Sarah Perkins,
enough to set off the charge. He and winter with her granddaughter Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs. W. C. Dow of Port Hazel Roberts; Bridget, Gwendoline
Caleb Maker were bird hunting near Tracy.
land called on R. T. Sterling Tues Greene; Mrs. Stubbing, Elva Teele;
Cutler Head when the accident oc
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Coleman were
three sales girls, Luslle, Ada Creed;
curred Mr. Maker brought him to here to call on us Saturday We en day.
Robert
Sterling,
Jr.,
came
home
Urelia,
Hazel Dyer; Zelma, Ida
this station for help. We sent, for joy having them and hope they will
from school Tuesday with a bad cold Libby; Mrs. Iona Bunch, Marion
a boat to come after him and tele come again.
which kept him in his room Wed- Sholes; Lizzie, Cora Peterson.
phoned for a doctor to be on hand
We hope Mr. and Mrs. Staples will, nesdaJ.
Capt. Luther Burns of Atlantic,
as soon as possible after he reached write. Glad Mr. Staples is having
p o Hilt called on Capt. Lee j \jttss, jj guest of his parents, Capt.
j home. TW doctor had to remove such success with his radio.
Mann at Marine Hospital Sunday, j an^ Mrs. william Burns.
.hot and clothing from the wound
Mrs. Edward Willey and Mrs. He found Mr. Mann in good spirits
The Tuesday Sewing Club met. with
He is improving fast, and will soon
Charles Tracy gave a Halloween and wishes him a quick release.
{Miss Elizabeth Pease this week.
be out again.
party last week Tuesday evening.
It seems quite fitting that we should
a party of six men are to be guests
Mr and Mrs Purcell Johnson and There were 21 children present and
Join with Portland. South Portland, ,over the holiday of Winfield LeadMrs. Wyman Johnson of Roque all had a very enjoyable time.
Cape Elizabeth and all Cumberland better at. his home at Leadbetter
Bluffs were visitors at this station
The men are busy putting on storm County in extolling the good works j Narrows.
last Sunday.
windows and doors. They will soon of two prominent citizens, Lloyd W,
A barge is being loaded with pav
Several fish boats are in the Har be needed if this weather keeps up.
Jordan and Lyman B. Chipman.' ing at Leopold's wharf for New York• • • M
bor tonight.
called last Saturday and Sunday to > The Gem Theatre offers big attrac
Doubling Point Range
The cable boat has been here laying
leave the labors and cares of this tions for Armistice Day and evening.
Hello everybody, it has been a long world. Not to every man is given
a piece of cable across the Machias
time since I have written anything t.he ability to make himself respected
River.
The Sunbeam with Mr. Guptill for this column. It ls almost impos and liked in the duties they dally
sible for me to find anything of in perform as these men were, and may
aboard called on us recenUy and left
terest to write about, but I look for
their good deeds be an example to
plenty of reading matter for the win
ward to recalving my Courier-Oa
all marching along life's busy high
ter.
zette almost as much as I do my three
CAMDEN, ME.
We were much disappointed not to
way.
square meals a day.
Monday, the traditional wash day
have seen Mr. and Mrs. Osgood when
A Prescription Drug Store
I have been busy the past week kept our women folks on the fence
they drove down to Cutler on their
hauling
gravel
on
the
mile
stretch
of
for over 65 years
way home.
Question before the house, to be
road from the main highway to the
There has been gcod hand lining
hung out or not to be hung out until
An Old Pharmacy
station. I had to haul the gravel six
here lately.
more favorable signs. Finally decid
With Young and Modern Ideas
miles or more, which meant a lot of
ing to take a chance the clothes1
Neil is fishing Adin Porter's traps'
“W here Old Meets Young”
I riding. I told the driver of the truck
went on the lines in double shuffle!
until he is able to tend them him
I that I enjoyed the riding but that it
and they were brought ln dry not- j
self.
was rather expensive for me as every
We have a new cow and hope she load or trip cost $1.18 and the best we withstanding the fact our signal;
wiU not take to exploring the hign could do a da>. was #ewn trips cov„. sounded one hour while the flrst j
snowflakes came dancing down. ’ I
cliffs as the last one did.
ing 114 miles.
Emily and Kathleen took part in
! Tug Foremost passed in by the stathe HaKoween entertainment at the
VINALHAVEN
tion Nov. 5 at 6 p. m. with tow of
DAY I
church last Monday evening. A large
pulp barges from Saint John. N B
crowd was there and those who took It is quite busy here on the Kennebec
Mr and Mre. Christopher Holpart did splendidly
now with coal steamers, barges and brook returned Wednesday from a
We had visitors from Aroostook a oil tankers rushing their supply In ten days' visit with Rev. and Mrs A.
few days ago.
Arthur Meloon before there is too much running ice G. Henderson at their home in Farmbrought them down to the Island i
....
ington. While there they enjoyed
THINK OF ITI Only $2-50
in his boat. It was quite interesting
Portland Breakwater
auto trips to Portland, Lewiston,
o day single .... and $4.00
to them to see the station, also the
Lewis Benner ol Wood Island coast Augusta, the Soldiers' Home at
double for this smart centrally
boat ride.
guard station, biother of Mrs Thomp- To^; ako ciUled on
P J CUf’
Keeper Corbett and the boys have son. spent two days of last week at I ford- a former PasU>r of Lhu town
located hoteL
'.he coal all over and in the barn, and this station
! and his family at North Anson.
most of the hay.
Mr and Mrs Henry Benner and
Tuesday evening at her home
Miss Molly Franklin and a girl friends of Rockland called on us last ^rs Carroll Gregory entertained at
but whaf rooms they are I
friend called on us one day last week. Sunday.
bridge. First honors went to Mrs i
Mrs. Weston Thompson was ac- Elsie Ames, second to Mrs. Etta Mor- [
The Lillian loaded with salt fish
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, ea di with
at the fish stand and has sailed for companied by Mrs. C. I. Doughty ana; ton.
private bath, shower, radio, circu
Portland.
Rev. and Mrs. N. F. Atwood visit- '
daughter wnile shopping in Portland
lating ice water and many other
We are interested in the letters last week.
ed Rockland Thursday.
features you'll be happy about
from the dlfferer.:. stations along the Mr. and Mrs. Thompson will visit
Wednesday evening Mrs. Max I
coast and hope they will all write friends and relatives at New Harbor. Conway entertained the Mother and I
to the paper.
Port Clyde and Matinicus while on Daughter Club at bridge. First I
• • • •
leave for 15 days.
honors went to Mrs. Frank Mullen.
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Marr were call- j second to Mrs. Scott Littlefield,
Mount De ert Rock
Marguerite Chapter. O.E S. will
Second Assistant Day has left fcr ers at tnis station Tuesday of last
week after furniture and plants.
observe roll call at the next regular
16 days shore leave.
Our telephone is out of order and F O. Hilt of Portland Head recent- meeting Nov. 20. A large attendance
51st STREET
we are without communication with ly called at this station. Mr. Thomp- is requested.
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
son
was
sotry
to
have
been
away
when
Tonight
Saturday,
at
Memorial
the shore.
(OY MOULTON
hall, the Armistice ball, band conWe are getting ready for winter, he called.
Ejccutiv Vic9-Pna. ond Managing D4r.
• • • •
1 cert and one-act comedy entitled.
as the northwest wind can certainly
WtITI FO1 DISCIIFTIVI BOOKlfT
Heron Neck
'Sarah Perkins' Hat. Shop." The
blow out here.
Lyle Newman of Manset took up The Hibiscus stopped at this station:
the las3 of his traps out here Nov. 30. Oct. 20 and left a new mooring.
Miss Mary Osgood was weekend
We shall miss him as he was very ob
FLORIDA
guest
of Joyce Bennett at thc station,
liging.
MIAMI’S
What is left, of our ball team Ls recently.
Idtol Rttort Hotel
still keeping in practice. But it's a Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Gregory were
Convenient to all point* ol interest—Modem in every way.
hard Job to throw the ball against dinner gucsts at the light Oct. 22.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
Joyce
Bennett
was
a
recent
guest
! these fall winds.
surround the hotel
Many rooms with pnvaie balconies
of her friend Cccile Columb at Vinal
News is very scarce on here. PerHOTEL
haven.
I haps we'll have more next time
Philip Bennett has been laid up|
• • • •
Booklet
June to
with a badly cul hand since Oct. 19.
October
on
Deer Island Thoroughfare
which occurred while hauling his lob-1
Comer Second Street
Application
Hotel
Since our last writing we have had ster pots and hauling a broken bottle:
and First Avenw.
Alaselynn
j a nice call from Mr Sargent of the thrcugh hls hand. He is much bet-'
Stamford
Sunbeam and at the same time the ter and returned to school last week j
I Sunbeam cleared our mooring chain
Nov. 1 the Hibiscus passed this sta-1
Oct. 18 the tender Hibiscus land- tiofl going east, and the Ilex passed
the same day going west.
ed our supply of oil for the year.
Keeper Bennett has his fuel house
We have built a little henhouse
, over in the woods and torn down the tom down and the lumber taken care
old henhouse and bam. It may be of. Supplies are being laid in for)
! an improvement to the station some- winter.
Clarence Bennett who has a short
i time but Just now it is a sorry look
wave receiving radio set has had
ing sight to us, so we are keeping
many foreign stations including sta
busy trying to get cleared up be
tions in Germany Spain and Austra
fore we have snow. And it looks as
lia.
though we would be busy for some
Mrs. Ardrew Bennett was over
time yet.
night guest of Mrs. Carroll Gregory
Oct. 26.
Boon Island
BEACON STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.
Quits a change in the weather. It
Seguin
has snowed hard here nearly all this
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Connors and
morning (Nov. 6) but has changed two children were in Bath Oct. 15 and
Ixieated on Beacon
to rain now.
called on Mrs. F. E. Bracey and fam
HUI next to the
U. S. r.snder Ilex landed two new ily. Second Asst. Keeper Lathrop re
State House
engines at this station this morning, turned to the station with them after
I
also two workmen Mr. Lunt and Mr visiting relatives in Baltimore and
Flanagan, to install the engines, Pennsylvania for 15 days.
which are to be used to run the elec
Keeper Urquhart went to Popham
trie lights. The workmen are stay Beach Oct. 19 on eight days leave.
Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial
ing with Mr. and Mrs Rumery.
He motored to Jonesport and Mrs
and shopping centers
Mr. and Mrs. Stager and child are Lillian Muise and son Howard ac
still at Boon. The baby has a tooth companied him on the return.
Mrs. M. II. Urquhart reports that
through.
Lightning struck the boathouse she has a good market for her new
Rooms without bath, $2.00
up; with bath, $3.00 up
some time ago and did considerable product, corn chips.
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
Oct.
24
three
men
from
the
United
damage. It tore two holes, one in the
roof and one in the peak where the States Geodetic Survey arrived here |

TIGHT OLD COUGHS
LOOSEN RIGHT UP

YOU GET WHAT
YOU WANT FROM

COURIER-GAZETTE

ADS..........

X

1
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BOYNTON-McKAY
DRUG CO., Inc.

s»
IV

'V
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V
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Apartments ... household help ...
"3
■t
used cars... radios... and hundreds
of other everyday requirements are listed every day. A tremen
dous popular market for both buyer and seller.
And both buyer and seller profit, too, because the cost of insert
ing an ad in The Courier-Gazette is so small.

IOOO ROOMS

Phone 770 and our ad-taker will help you

teas, pepper. Ingredi-'
teas. salt.
*' ents for Sauce: 1 cup stewed or canned
IOUR
II I U
1-41
1IW/I ►< ix/l 4 A H »- K
HOMEMAKERS
*
tomatoes. 1 slice onion: H teas, salt
■u teas, paprika, ti cup celery, cut in
*
«•
<$• W
pieces. 1 tab. shortening.
X Hints Housewives Should lleed
+
*1 Soak the heart in cold water one
+ By Carrie J Williams, Central + hour. Remove the muscles and
«l»
♦
* Maine Power Co . Home Service + arteries and all the blood Parbo.1
•J*
X Department.
+ for 20 minutes. Make a stuffing of
*
* the bread crumbs etc., and fill the
heart with this mixture—tying se
Inexpensive Meat Cuts
curely. Place in a covered casserole.
Do you know that about one-third M[x
ingredlenU for
MUCe
of the money spent on food in the
oyer thf stuffed heaft Dol wUh
United States is spent for meat? j 5mal] pleces of fat and bake ln a 325
This seems a high percentage but it, degrpe QVen fQr three hours Add
is probably due to the fact that so
hot waUr
hquid cooks away
many of us demand the expensive Thicken the gravy, if desired.
roasts, steaks and chops. Fortunate
■Shepherd's Pie
ly there is just as much nourishment
Chop cold cooked lamb and moisten
in the cheaper cuts of meat as in the
with left over gravy. Put in a cas
expensive cuts, and if they gre prop
serole and dot with small pieces of
erly cooked they will be deliciously
fat Cover with hot mashed potatoes
tender and palatable.
Spread top with beaten egg yolk mixed
Stuifed Heart in Casserole
with two teaspoons cold water. Bake
One beef heart, 1 cup dried bread In a hot oven < 400 degress) 20 minutes
crumbs, 1 tab. melted shortening, 11 or until brown. For individual pies
slice onion, chopped, 1 teas, sugar, 2 bake in small ramekins or custard
tab stewed or canned tomatoes, 's cups 15 minutes.

♦

❖♦ ♦ ❖ ♦♦ *
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BOSTON

500
ROOMS
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Swiss Steak

Two pounds beef, round, 'i cup
flour, 'z teas, salt, ’« teas, pepper, 1
small onion, chopped. 2 tab. shorten
ing, cup green pepper. 1 cup toma
toes, 1 cup boiling water,
i Wipe meat with a clean damp cloth.
Cut in 2 inch square pieces. Mix
flour, salt and pepper together.
Pound flour into the meat wtth a
wooden potato masher. Brown onion
and meat in the fat. Add green pep
per, tomatoes and water. Cover and
I cook slowly 2 hours or until meat Is
tender. The stock may be thickened
more with a little flour if desired.
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RADIO IN EVERY ROOM

COURIER -GAZETTE CROSS WORD PUZZLEj
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HORIZONTAL
1-Feline
4-Kind of granite
8-Perched
11-Same as Oesel
13-Look
14- A military assistant
15- Council of State

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
53- Eagerness
54- Uneven
36-To set free
57-A stopper in a
cannon
‘.9-Notion
60-S. W. State of
U. S. (abbr.)
62- A bristle (Bot.)
63- Parity
64- Evoke
65- Material with a
corded surface

(pl)
17-A school book
19- Augment
20- Repulse
22- Half a score
23- Deceives
26-Cliemical suffix
28- Series
VERTICAL
29- An ocean (abbr.)
32-Choose
1- Kind of lettuce
35-Father
2- On the sea
37- 1 am (Contr.)
3- Part of a plant
38- Riders
5-The property of a
39- Prefix indicating
deceased person
the dawn
G-Musical note
>40-An underground
7- To seat again
shelter from
8- Quiet
bombs
9- Seaport of Arabia
42-Related to aconite
10-Territory
(abbr.)
44- Eyes (Simp, spell.)
12-Youth
45- Sainte (abbr.)
14-High (Mus.)
47- Point of compass
16-Before
(abbr.)
18-To work at witn
48- Ruler of an empire
51-Lleutenants (abbr.)j
steadiness

VERTICAL (Cont.)
21-Bestowed, as a gift
23- For the reason that
24- Scarcer
25-To one side
27-A lure
30- Malicious burning
of a building
31- The main stem of a
tree
33- The ostrich-like bird
of Australia
34- A high explosive
(abbr.)
35- A vegetable
36- Is not found
(Lat., abbr.)
,41-Tamer
43-More in want
45- Disperse
46- Amorous
49- Masculine (abbr.)
50- Girl's name
51- Girl's name
52- Ocean
54- The goddess of
agriculture
(Rom. Myth.)
55- To lavish extreme
love upon
56- Tear
58-Doze
61-Runic (abbr.)

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

May We Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE

New Lower Rates

Every-Other-Day

Page Five 1
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PATRONIZE HOME INDUSTRY
KNOX COUNTY COMMERCIAL DIREC1 ORY
ROCKLAND
Shire city of Knox County with a population
ping eertT of forty coast and inland to s. It Is
I’ancct . Counties with a total bad? area of 75,000
die hub oi several steamboat and air lines as weU

A

of 9,000 is the wholesale distributing point and retail shop
the one large trading center of Knox, Lincoln Wa'do and
people. It is the center of a fine system of highways and
as the eastern terminal of the Maine Central Railroad

A STORY OF WINTER CARE
Authoritative Information On How To Prepare Your Car
For Cold Weather—A Word On Anti-Freeze

This is the most critical time of
year for the automobile owner be
cause neglect now may bring disas
Barber Shop
trous results in its train. In a car
Very Little Waiting
AUTOMOBILE AND WET STORAGE BATTERIES
not properly protected by anti-freeze
Service Is Our Motto
of the right type extremely heavy
Of All Types, PuUt Right Here in Rowland
Over 5c and 10c Store
damage is bound to result. Prepare
Any type battery rebuilt or repaired by modern methods
today for the hazards of tonymorow.
Permanent
Guaranteed I'nder the Code
! Drive to E. E. Studlev’s in ThomWaves
I aston and let him give you the absoPARISIAN
BEAUTY
i lute winter-long protection and se
SALON
59 CAMDEN ST. MAVERiCK SQUARE,
ROCKLAND. ME.
curity afforded by' Everready Pres
67 PARK ST.
TRADE IN YOUR OLD TIRES
VULCANIZING
tone, the perfect anti-freeze.
PHONE 898
There are several preliminary
steps to putting in the anti-freeze.
WE INVITE YOU TO SEE OUR
I The motorist should clean his coolANDREW REKILA
i ing system thoroughly.
Before
Parlor Suites and Studio Couches
Boot and Shoe Repairing
Special Values in Beds, Bedding and Floor
putting in an anti-freeze the drain
Coverings
Neatly Done
cock should be tightened, all rubber
JOHN B. ROBINSON
320 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND (hose, must be free of cracks and
CHISHOLM BLOCK.
ROCKLAND
Over Hastings' Dry Goods Store
flaking, greasy or worn fan belts
should be replaced. The water
J pump should be lubricated and reSELECT YOUR
■ packed 'if necessary.
Established 1863
Telephone 14
Inspect the spark plugs and check
I for the proper gap, replacing any
j plugs that have gone more than
at

ANASTASIO BROS.

ROCKLAND’S NEW INDUSTRY

LORD’S TIRE AND BATTERY SERVICE

NEW RADIO

W. H. GLOVER CO.

House-Sherman, Inc.
44! MAIN ST.,

STORE AND YARD, 451 TO 455 MAIN STREET*
MILL, 18 TO 24 TILLSON AVENUE

KOCKLAND

a MB ■

BUY STORM WINDOWS AND SAVE FUEL

PHILCO, MAJESTIC, CROSLEY,
ETC.

They Pay Big Dividends in Comfort and Economy

Large Assortment

STOP
THAT
LEAK
Before
(old
Weather
Have Youi
Radiator
Cored and
Cleaned
Expert Radiator Repairing
ROCKLAND RADIATOR WORKS
698 Main St.,
Rockland, Me.

Expert
Auto Repairing
Camden-Thomaston Bus Line Filling Station
CAMDEN STREET

TEL. 664-W

ROCKLAND

WHAT ACTUALLY

SATISFIES YOU MOST?
A purt have that you are sure of or one that is question ed?
Now That Vou Are Using Oil
WHY NOT USE SHELL?
It has grown from an infant to a competitor in the big field. Whv?
IT GIVES RESULTS IN HEAT!

TWO

POOL

FIRST CLASS

SHINE PARLORS

TRUCKING SERVICE

Op. Thorndike. Op. Hotel Roekland
Shoes Cleaned and Dyed

AND FURNITURE MOVERS
FOSTER’S TRANSFER

STEVE ALEX

TeL 1243

Tel. Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Chg.

A. D. DAVIS & SON
MORTICIANS

w
COLDS are SERIOUS

J

“THE CHOICE OF A NATION”

FALL HATS at 69c

Eat Fish For Health!

FEYLER’S
SEA FOOD MARKET

“WE DO OUR PART”

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON, Inc.

• . • .

1

STONINGTON
-------Arlene Hendricks entertained at a
Halloween party. Nellie Davis, EvanMcGuffie, Oenice Noyes. Esther
Dora McMahon. Natalie Bil-in8s- Guenevere Powers. Va'morc
Greer-.aw, Prank Sweeney. Lowell
Kent- Carl Melln. Ralph Grind;?.
Bo*>ert Smith. Bradley Sawyer and

Camirror

Vartsco.
Herman Coombs who has been employed on the yacht Ardea this sea'on caUed on friends here Satur.aybefore go.ng to hts home at Isle au
HautEeo Blood is emp.oyed buying scalhere.
Dorothy Fifleld spent Wednesday
*®rs- Mildred Blood at Ocean-

Another highly important ad
vantage of Prestone is its higher
boiling point which permits the
engine to operate at temperatures
OIL BURNERS
for which it was designed, giving
maximum power and using less fuel.
On the other hand the boiling point
of alcohol solutions may he below
Lynn Range Oil Burners Are Outstanding Favorites—Winning
the temperature of efficient engine
Oertrude Carter is parsing a few
Through Sheer Merit. Ask for Demonstration. We Sell Range
operation which results in either weeks with friends in Rockland.
Burners of All Prices. Furnace Burners, Parts and Accessories.
Mrs. Ida Crlpps is guest of her par
loss of anti-freeze or lower gas mile
ents. Mr. and Mrs. John H. Simpson.
age.
The cost of anti-freeze protec The friends of Stephen MacDonald
Cooking
Beggs
tion cannot be measured by the ] are «lad 10 “e hlm out aoam alter
ROCKLAND
716 MAIN ST.,
503 MAIN ST.
TEL. 730
price per gallon. The number of hls recent Illness.
Dora McMahon is passing a few
gallons required for protection to a
weeks
with relatives in Rockland
specific
temperature
must
also
be
(Ralph Flanders. Mrs. J. L. Flanders. took part in the work were Bertha
EAST WALDOBORO
James
Coombs was a vis tor in Ban
considered.
Prestone
is
an
undilut

Misses Marian Flanders and Olive Jameson, most excellent chief;
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Rines and daugh- piper enjoyed a motor trip to Ban Lizzie Thompson past chief. Annie ed product and only half as much is gor and vicinity last week.
Elmer Oross who has teen em
ter Madelyn have been visiting rela-J gor, Orono, Waterville and Augusta, Doe. excellent
senior;
Geneva required to give the same permanent
tlves in Portland, Somerville, Mass.,
The social club met with Mrtt Thompson, excellent Junior; Mmie I Protcction as ,radia^r Karine solu ployed yachting this season, arrived
and New Hampshire.
i Hilda Miller, Thursday afternoon of Morton, manager; Edna Packard, ■tions containing 60% glycerine and home in his yacht this week. It wili
Prestone does not be hauled up at the yacht basin here.
Alton Mank and family haye moved last week. 14 members present. The mistress of records and correspond 40'J water.
foam,
prevents
the formation of
to Rockland where he has employ- program was conducted' by Mrs. Edna ence; Ruth Prior, mistress of finance;
rust,
circulates
more
freely at low
BURKETTVILLE
ment.
McIntire: Piano solo. Mrs. Hazel Delia Jameson, protector; Lois Mon
Mr and Mrs. Deering of Newton, Bowers; reading. Mrs. Eva Monahan; roe. guard; degree team. Eda Lawry, temperatures and absorbs heat more
rapidly. It does not gum up the
A neighborhood bee recently met
Mass., were guests of Mr. and Mrs. j conundrums, Mrs. Lucretia Wilson;
Edna Packard, Gertrude Oliver. i cooling system and makes a superior
and put up the fence which the town
H. Eovey last week.
: reading. Mrs. Thelma Bornematl; Mattie
Simmons.
Josie
Burns, j anjj.freeze rust preventative.
voted to buy for the small cemetery
Mrs. L. L. Mank and grandson | contest, won by Mrs. Miller and Mrs.
Blanche
Prior,
Olive
Hoffses
Prestone not only does not dam- on Henry Turner’s farm.
N.
S.
Reever;
piano
solo,
Mrs.
Bowers.
Phoebe Burns, with Genie Slmmons |age any part of the cooling system,
Charles Bowers visited at Millard

J YNN

PJA

E. E. STUDLEY, HARDWARE

NELSON CARR

W. R. FOSTER, Prop.

ii

E. A. AMES

tone but thc replacements of the al-’
cohol necessary in even a few
thousand miles of driving can easily j
FEYLER’S
] exceed the cost of the Prestone
Scallops, Lobsters
[which does not evaporate and may,
Tel. 1191 Tillson Av
i be used a long period of time.
Roekland
! Prestone definitely eliminates all
worry about loss of protection and
possible freeze-up damage through
.loss of protection by evaporation.
Prestone has no objectionable odor,
WHOLESALE
1 is not inflammable and will not
CONFECTIONERY
; affect automobile finish.

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS SHELL FUEL OIL IN KNOX COUNTY

SHINE

THE
THOMASTON NATIONAL

BUY YOUR

PHONE 2024—CAMDEN

THOMASTON

promiscuous filling with water by
service station attendants. Replace
any accidental loss of solution with
Prestone in the same proportion as
CLOSING
the original filling. Prestone sta
tions have specially designed testers
OUT
•1 JC ).«
which tell at a glance your anti
freeze piotection.
ALL LADIES'
It is always wise to replace hose
Connections after 10,000 miles ai
most manufacturers recommend, be
Any Ifat in the Stoic
cause after that length of service
Regardlrs. of Former Price
the inside of the hose may be in bad
condition though the exterior looks
Established 1825
WIMOWMBI
IK5AW,
good as new. The inside rubber
105 MAIN ST..
THOMASTON
swells and deteriorates, restricting
the flow of water and allowing
shreds of rubber to he deposited in
thr radiator. The upper hose, be
PENTTILA’S
ing exposed to higher temperatures,
83 Main SI reel
deteriorates faster while the lower
EVEKEADY PRESTONE For Your Car
Thomaston, Me.
Now Only $2.95 Per Gallon
one has a tendency to collapse. A
First Quality Ball Band Rubbers
One-third Prestone and Two-thirds Water Will Protect a Car
good time to check up on hose con- i
with Leather Tops
in Any Weather Down to Zeto
nections is before putting in anti
freeze.
Visit E. E. Studlev’s store in
Thomaston at once and secure your
10,000 miles. Clean and adjust the guaranteed winter protection.
ignition distributor, lubricate the
QUALITY, CLEANLINESS
generator, clean the fuel pump bowl
TREMONT
AND REASONABLE PRK ES
and adjust the carburetor for cold
weather driving. Put in the proper
Mrs. Edmund Howe is having a new
SINCE IMS IN KNOX COUNTV
grade of oil for winter driving, flush garage built.
I out the gear cases and refill transLocated in Thomaston, Me.
Mrs. John Latty has had word
! mission and differential.
from Capt. John Latty of the schoon
MAINE AND MASSACHUSETTS
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
I
Next to ignition the use of the
Water St.,
Thomaston
er Theoline that he has arrived at
LICENSE
SERVICE
right oil is the most important
Tel. 117
Norfolk.
requisite for satisfactory winter
Office Tel. 192—Res. 143.
Lady Attendant
FREE DELIVERY
Mr and Mrs. Maurice Dolliver and
driving. The Society of Automo
9.00 A. M.-12.00 Noon
little
ton
David
are
spending
the
tive Engineers recommend an oil of
1 the viscosity of SAE-20-W. This month of November with her mother
i is a good lubricant and is light Mrs W. H. Kittredge, and Mr. Dollienough to promote easy starting in ver
keeping store for Mr. Kibtredge while he 1s on a hunting trip
I cold weather
Mrs. Jay Wallace entertained the
These matters may be attended
mkimw ghe Greatest Cost in Any Memorial Is American Labor
to by the car owner or by his me Ladies' Aid this week.
BUY NOW—FOR SPRING DELIVERY
chanic. When completed the rqaThe church has been repaired and
They may lead to complications.
Help Keep American Labor Employed Dur.ng the
’ chine is in perfect shape for win services were resumed there on Oct
Why take chances when you can
Coming Winter
get immediate relief by using
ter except for the anti-freeze. 29 The church was partially de
Brackett’s Cold Capsules
; There are many different types on stroyed by fire May 16.
Try Our SPEC 1 ALCOt'GII SV RUP
thc market, but one that combines
Mrs. Shirley Kelley returned home
W. H. BRACKETT
all the advantages as reflected in
GRANITE AND MARBLE
this week af‘.?r spending three
its tremendous popularity over the
Reg.
Ph.
EAST
UNION.
ME.
THOMASTON. ME.
weeks’ with her cousin Mrs, Merle
nation. This is the National Car
THOMASTON, ME.
Phone 13-31
Phone 185-4
Tracey in New York. Her son Har
bon Co.’s guaranteed Everready
vey who went with her has entered # .................................................. -- - .............................. t
Prestone.
Farmingdale Agricultural College at
To be sure, one filling of alcohol
costs less than one filling of Pres- Ix)ng Islan<1-

SEA FOOD

GEORGE H. THOMAS FUEL CO.

A

to
n°r«,rn.WMh Sear2*rtMaine's most beautiful town, haj an interesting historic background
ton anart as anP ia.?? C'ntrm'.i ?aey homes set well back from wide, cool elm arched streets set Thomaswms of tho
8 r*‘side”t’91 town- Here ls found the famous Knox Mansion, museum of rare historical
ana pninnioi
°nar^ P£rod' surrounded within easy driv.ng distance by innumerable spots of R*volutionary
nnrntp limit - nRnlflcanc('.. 00' modPrn Thomaston presents an active business aspect Including within its cor
porate limits the great »4 OW.MXi mill of the Lawrence Portland Cement Co.

A. C. McLOON & CO.

Virgil Simmons has been working
for Robert Esancy.
Everett Turner has been helping at
Charles Grinnell's the past week.
Mr. and Mrs Howard Hurd of Knox
Ridge were visitors Wednesday at Ed
ward Grinnell's.

Mank's in Farmingdale last week. L’. Refreshments were served. The next
degree mistress. Mrs. Blanche Wil- j but rather protects all metals from
L. Mank. C. C. Bowers and daughter j meeting Nov. 16. will be with Mrs
son of Thomaston furnished the i the corrosive action of water and
Phyllis motored there Sunday and McIntire.
music. Mrs. Wallace was presented. has no reaction upon rubber hose,
returned with them.
1 with a gift which she acknowledged gaskets or packing. The solution
Mrs. Lena Mank of Belfast has
FRIENDSHIP
gra:iously. At the close of the meet- runs as cool as water, thus prevent
been a recent guest of her sister.
1 :ng refreshments were served in thc ing engine overheating and prevents
The Methodist Ladies Aid was
Mrs. Fred Mank.
banquet hall, sandwiches, cake, radiator clogging because it prevents Thirteen members and one visitor
Misses Una Clark. Myrtle Reever entertained Nov. 1 by Mrs. Lizzie
cheese and hot coffee, and a genera! rust.
were present at thc Farm Bureau
and Miss Wright of Augusta were Thompson and Geneva Thompson at
The solution should always be of which met Wednesday at Ella Orinweekend guests of Mrs. Nellie Reever. their home There wer? 53 adults good time was enjoyed.
Th? manv friends of Dr. W. H. sufficient strength to protect the ncH's. "Hot Dishes for Cold Days,”
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Monahnfc and five children who sat down to
motored to Massachusetts recently the bountiful dinner of chicken pie. Hahn are PIeased t0 learn that he car to the lowest temperatures like was the subject, in charge of Mrs.
and were guests af Glenwood Reever's baked beans, squash, hot rolls, brown ts rcsting comfortably, and hope for ly to be encountered. One-third Mattle Light and Mrs. Florence CalPrestone to two-thirds water will | derwood. Recipes were tried and
sPeedy recovery,
in Beverly, and Fred Morton's. Fitch bread, salads, and a variety of cake, I
protect
a cooling system to zero. A 'served at noon. The menu was rlced
burg.
pies, doughnuts, brownies and tarts.
| cool ing system filled with Prestone potatoes, braised liveT with vegetables.
Mrs. B. V. Winchenbaugh of Rock- The puzzle cards were an amusing j
| needs little attention beyond seeing I cabbage and carrot salad, whole wheat
land called on Mrs. L. L. Mank and j fea,ure, and ncar,y everyone Drei?nt
that the radiator is leak-tight. If it muffins, pumpkin pudding and coffee,
Mrs. C. C. Bowers Wednesday.
; had brought their first baby pictures,
becomes necessary to add a little I The preparation of wheat to be used
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bovey, Charles
which called forth much merriment.
water to
take the place of 35 cereal or in cooking was demon
Bowers and family motored to BingAnnual inspection of the Pythian
water that has evaporated, do so! strated, and a business meeting held,
ham and Lake Moxie recently.
only when the engine is well warmed IThe December meeting will be held
Ralph Flanders of Fortland spent Sisters was held at the hall Tuesday
up. Be careful about filling the at Mrs- Florence Calderwood's, date
several days with hls parents, Mr. and evening by the deputy. Mrs. Oarrie
radiator too full and do not permit t0
announced later.
Mrs. J. L. Flanders. On Saturday Wallace of Thomaston. Officers who

Sensational 4
Octave colora
tura soprano,
Virginia LeRae
made her
New York de
but
Monday
evening, Octo
ber 30, in the
opera Lucia di
L a m m e r moor, with the
Chicago Opera Company,
at the New York Hippo
drome. The singer is cred
ited with a range of voice
which carries it to the as
tonishing extent of the
highest E on the piano.

TWIN BIKES LATEST
FAO—Riding singly la a
lot of fun, but theae
young ladles flnd team
ing up even more en
joyable. Although their
bicycles were not con
structed In pairs, they
have made twine of
them for the day by an
attachment which
le
flexible enough to per
mit triek sidewalk-pave
ment riding and un
usually high
speed
around corners. There's
no escaping that bicyclebuilt-for-two influence

WHAT IS THIS? WHISKEY
ON THE HOOF! A 50,000 gal
lon vat of rye mash fermenting
Into the famous Golden Wed
ding
Rye Whiskey
in
the
Joseph S. Finch plant at Schenley. Pa.—to be aged in charred
casks for ten years. (Insert at
left) W. T. Palmer, outstanding
sales executivs, who will sell it.

SELL Z

WANT-ADS

SOLVES CONVENTION PROBLEM — Port Authority Commerce Building in
New York tolvet convention and home office meeting problem for Industrial firm
tenants by opening 15th floor auditorium. Modernlatic color scheme In green and
blue blende with chromium "Northern Lighte” illumination effect. Elimination of
pillars makes stage and screen visible from each of tht 325 seats.

NEW BUDGET OFFICER of Agricul
tural Adjustment
Administration
—
Henry Burke, a na
tive of
Louisiana,
formerly assistant of
tht North Carolina
Budget Bureau.

congregation in the parish hall. St !
ROCKPORT
Cecilia's Choir will meet at the home
_____
The Men's Community Brotherhood of Miss Alcada Hall, Thursday at [ Mis., Clara Davis of Veazie is at the
meets Tuesday at the Congregational 7.30 p m. Friday evening at 7 o'clock ; home of Miss Aiuiic Richaids for the
vestry. Following the supper Rev. J. litany and address on the "Altar and winter.
W Strout will give a talk on "Thom- its Care," followed by confirmation; Thurston Spear and Chester Roa?ton Fifty Years Ago.''
i and instruction at 8 p. m. at 17 Glea- i baits returned Wednesday from
Services at the Federated Church son street.
Greenfield where they have been on
Sunday will be. Church school at 9.45
The first in the series of card par- a hunting trip. Mr. Spear bringing
a. in; morning service at 11 o'clock. ties sponsored by the Ouild of St home a buck They will go back again
subject "War's Locust Years." The John Baptist was held at Knox Hotel in a few days to Join the other memchoir will render "Unto the Hills," Thursday evening, honors for auction bers of the party. Myron Robarts and
by Adams, with Incidental solo by ROing t0 Mrs. Edward Venner of Charles Miller who arc remaining
Forrest Stone. Evening service at 7 Cushing. Mrs. Levi Turner and Mrs 1 there for a longer stay.
when the subject will be "The Pure ckorge Ludwig: honore for contract, Mrs. Emma J. Merrill of Lawrence
in Heart."
to Miss Lucy Rokes. The second in Mass . and Mrs. Beryl Smith of Derry
The Beta Alpha Clubwill meet t.his series will be held at Knox Ho- N. H. whe have been visiting Mr. and
with Mrs.Ferdinand Day, School :c; nov. 23 beginning at 8 o'clock Mrs. James Miller, returned Thursstrect .Monday evening.
Grand honors for highest score of, day to their homes.
Mrs. Earl F. Brown and Mrs. entire series will be announced at an An important meeting of the TryCharles W. Singer are to open a early date.
i tohelp Club was held Monday evening
• Stocking Shop” in Exeter, N. H.
Armistice Day falling on Saturday at the home of Mrs. Hazel Cain. SevMrs. Biown will be the active partner. the reguiar food sale of St. John': eral important matters ln connection
managing the business in Exeter, church is being handled by telephone *ith plans for the coming year's
The shop is next door to that of Miss
deliveries as an accommodation work were discussed. On Dec. 6 the
Mabelle Brown who with a partner t0 customers. Those who have not Club will present the play "No Men
is carrying on a beauty parlor. They
placed orders may call Mrs Rob- Admitted at the vestry. There will
made a business trip to Portland and ert watts. High street, Mrs. Albert also be a sale of novelties and candy
return Tuesday.
! Hall, or Mrs. Grace Payson.
' preceding the entertainment.
Union service was held at the Fed------------------- | The Nitsumsoeum Club and huserated Church on Hyler street ThursWALDOBORO
bands were entertained Thursday
day evening.
j
_____
evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J
Mrs. Martha Carter will spend the
The Past. Grands and Past Noble j Bert McIntyre in Warren,
weekend with her daughter Miss Mary Grands Association will meet in
The Trytohelp Club will meet
Carter in Orono.
< Warren Wednesday of wlxt week j Monday evening at the home of Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Bowker of Wa- Supper will be served upon arrival Helen Small. Main street, with Mrs
terville. Mrs. Lizzie Gilstrap and Mrs. 0{ guests.
' Alice Marston as hostesa.
Frank HSllowell of Rockland called
Miss Laila Waltz ls in Portland
Mrs. Albert Larson wno has been
on friends in town recently.
where she will pass the winter.
i ill the past week is recuperating at
• • • *
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Weston and ' the home cf her mother Mrs. CathMrs. Fannie Egerton is spending Mrs L T Weston motored to Blaine erinc Thompson in Rockland,
the month of November with Miss
where Mrs. L. T. Weston ;
Church Notes
Margaret Ruggles.
will remain for two weeks.
Capt. John Brdwn is on a business
Services
at
the Baptist Church will (
Miss Mary Castner is the guest of
open on Sunday with the church,
trip in Portland.
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Castner in
Charles Young. Harry Gillis, Er.os
school at 10 o'clock followed by serv
Portland.
Parks and Thomas Robinson are on a
Oeorge Poore is passing the week ice of worship at 11; special music,
children's story and sermon appropri
big game hunting trip.
in Belfast.
ate to Armistice Day, subject, "How
Mrs Charles W Singer. Miss Elisa
beth Brown and Roger Kalloch left1 Mr and Mrs Carroll T. Cooney will lt affect my neighbor?" B.Y.P.U
have closed their summer home here
will meet at 6 o'clock at which time
and returned to Brooklyn. N. Y.
reports of the Young People's Con
■Maine Night," and the game between
The Woman's Club held the secference at Belfast will be given. Old
Maine and Bowdoin Saturday
Dr Karl Woodcock will be ln town'
meeting of the season at the club hymns with congregational singing
over the weekend, going to Cushing Jrooms Tuesday afternoon. Joh"will
__ be _a ______
feature of the evening
for his mother, who will come to Wood, assistant principal of the hign mcetlug also sermon by the pastor
Thomastcn. He will be accompanied j school, gave a most interesting taik Qn ..gandhi and His Religion.'
frcm Lewiston by Miss Elizabeth on the European situation. Both he Wp(jnesday
Ladies' Circle will
Woodcock, student at Bates College and Mrs. Wood, who accompanied hold an all-day session at the church
who will visit her home here.
him. were oordlally received. Tea par]ors. Thursday evening prayei
Miss Hortense Wilson andi sister was served by Mrs. Rose Weston and mefting at 7 followed by choir reMrs Fred J Overlock are visiting Mrs. Sarah Lash, with Mrs. Sace hearsai
their brother. Capt Ross Wilson on Weston pouring. Nineteen members 1
....
board his steamship the Kentuckian were present. The meeting of next
Mrs. Emma J. Shepherd
in Be ton. They will meet Mrs. Ross week will be held at tin home of Mrs
The community was shocked tc
Wilson who ls on board the ship.
Louise Jackson, and a musical pro- icam of the deatn of Mrs. Emma J.
Thc Baptist ladies circle will meetgram will be given. Mrs. Jackson Shepherd, widow of Herbert L. Shepin the vestry Wednesday afternoon, will be assisted by Mrs. Isora Lee herd, which occurred Thursday at he?
with supper at 6 o'clock. Mrs. Alpheus and Mrs. Louise Miller.
home on Commercial street. AlJones. -hairman of the committee.
Mr and Mrs W S Verge and though she had been confined to her
Mrs. Eugene Closson and two chil- Wallace Verge of Melrose. Mass . room for more than a year the end
dren will leave Sunday for Whitins- have been guests of Mr and Mrs. H came unexpectedly following an ill
turn on Wednesday.
ville Mass., to join Mr. Closson in p Mason.
Mrs. Shepherd was born in Rock
iheir home thire. Thomaston regrets
Miss Julia Kaler was hostess at the
to have these young people leave.
meeting of the Susannah Wesley So port April 2. 1851. daughter ol
Ephraim and Adeline Harkness and
The Baptist Mission Circle will meet ciety Monday afternoon
had
always resided in the town of her
with Mrs A F R.ce Tuesday after
Mrs Carrie Cassell who passed the
noon at 2 o'clock.
summer at her home here, has re- birth. She was prominently connect
ed with the social life of the town and
Tne remains of Richard Ralp.i (un)ed
Massachusetts,
Roakc were received by train Friday
^hearsals cf a musical pUy to be in Rcckland and will be greatly
by A. D Davis & Son. Mr. Roakec given under the auspices of the missed. Funeral services will be held
Sunday at 2 p m. at thc home Rev
cued in Brooklyn. N. Y.. Nov. 7. agedi .
.
______ „
„
,
\ Lions Club, are in progress. The p.ay
G. P. Currier of the Baptist Church
44 years. Funeral services will be,
is written and directed by Miss
officiating.
Friends please omit
iield Sunday at 1.30 from the Davis
Gretchen Waltz and includes a large
flowers.
chapel.
cast.
• • • •

THOMASTON

William L Armstrong and Edward
Stone who have been at a conserva
tion camp at Orange. Vt., arrived
home Friday
Miss Ada Coleman went to Boston
Friday, where she will upend a week.
Raymond Young and Clifton Pelt
will attend the Harvard-Army game
of football in Boston Saturday.
Arthur Stevens. James Fales
Stephen Barry. Misses Jane Barry
and Marian Starrett and Miss Poo'.ie
of Bucksport will attend the MaineBowdoin game at Orono today. Sat-
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Robertson - Creamer

UNION

A wedding of local Interest was
Philip Creighton and Robert Farthat of Miss Mildi.’d B Creamei rif, students at Mount Hermon, werc
and Charles A. Robertson, which made happy last Sunday by a visit
took place at St. Mark's Church. from their parents Mr. and Mrs John
Augusta. Wednesday evening Rev- Creighton and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Herbert E. Press'jy. rector of the Farris.
The subject of the next regular
church, officiated ar.d the double ring
servlce was used The bridal couple meeting of the Women's Community
were attended by Francis Reed and Club is "Books," and will be in charge
Mlfs D3rothy Lovejoy. The bride ot Mrs. Josephine Bessey. Nov. 14 is
was gowrx,d in Arcady velvet and the date and a large attendance i?
carrled a prayer
Her aUen<l- looked fcr to assist in making this
urday'.
j ant wore henna silk with hat to an outstanding meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Hoyt write
The Friendly CL-b wlU meet at the ma(£h Foltowlng the rervxe a
home of the president. Harriet Wil wedding supper was served at the that they had a very enjoyable trip
liams next Wednesday evening at 7.30.
home of the groom's parents, Mr. South, arriving in St. Petersburg
There is definite work ready to do
Nov. 2.
and Mrs. Enoch B. Robertson Mr
under the direction of the committee,
ar.d Mrs, Robertson at? both popu
Edith Hathorne, Helen Carr, Cora
ROCKVILLE
lar in the younger set and are re
Fogerty and May Williams; and a
ceivin’? many expressions of gcod
Mr. and Mrs. William Clinton at
cordial invitation ls issued to all wom
will. They will make their home In
en and young women affiliated witn
tended Knox Pcrr.ona Grange at
Mrs Ella Achorn's house on Main
thc Federated Church to come to this
Burkettville last Saturday
meeting ready for work ar.d sociabili street.
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Maloney left
ty. Those who knit are asked to take
Thursday night for a hunting trip
PLEASANT POINT
their needles.
of a few days in the northern woods
Servicea at St. John Baptist
Fred Bronki accompanied by his
Riley Davis has purchased a piano
Church Sunday: 9 a. m.. Holy Eu
Mr. and Mrs Alden Wade of Thom- son Roger, returned Thursday from
charist; 10.45. church school; 7 p. m.. aston visited at F A. Flinton's Sun- a business trip to Hartford. Conn
evensong and sermon. Monday eve day.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. John 8.'
ning there will be a meeting of the
Mrs Olive Stone Is visiting hei, Ranlett this week havs been Mrs.
G.O.O. Club in thc parish hall at slfter Mrs Millie Bradford in East Walter Smith of August! who has
7.30
Friendship.
spent several days with them and
Tuesday evening the Ouild of St
Walpas Sallinen has been in this Mr. Smith who was their guest j
John Baptist meets at the home of place lhe pasl we£k plowlng for
Thursday. Mr. and Mrs. Smith re
Mrs. Grace Payson at 7.30. A large eral people.
turned home late Thursday after
attendance is expected.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Carroll and Mr. noon. Tuesday they entertained
The Kennebec and Penobscot cleri- and Mrs. Harry Beane of Warren
Mrs. George Cates, State president oi
cus comprising the Anglican priests
an
recently with Mr
V.8W.V. Auxiliary and Irer father 1
of Eastern Maine will meet at St and rs. A. W. Maloney.
of Kent’s Hill. Tuesday evening Mrs
John The Baptist next Tuesday. Holy
Will Maloney and Forest Young Eva Crockett was their guest.
Eucharist will be celebrated at 11 j
each shot a deer Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Benson who
a. m., followed by luncheon served by
have been visiting Mrs. Benson's par
the ladies of the congregation at
CAMDEN
ents in Biddeford for a few days re12.15. Rev. Father Bessom of Hallo-j
_____
well will read a paper after the Daniel R. Yates of Washington turncd Thursday
luncheon.
(street suffered a painful accident j Miss Dorothy Tolman spent last
Wednesday at 7.30 p. m there will pri(jay of last week, his leg being1 weekend in Rockport,
be a meeting of the men of St. Johns
in two places when a cement1 Sylvester Barrows is serving on
------- ---- -----------------------------slab which he was helping to move the traverse jury.
Rcy Tolman is having a week's
fell upon him.
Strout Insurance Agency
vacation from the John Bird Co.
J. Walter Strout Alfred M. Strout
"But I couldn't give you enough
Mrs. Annie Bucklin is much im
Insurance in all its branches
work to keep you occupied."
proved from the injury recently re
Probate Bonds
Notary Publlc
"Mtssuil, you'd be surprised wot a ceived when the wind blew down the
Vlnal Building Phone 158
little it takes to keep me occupied
awning at Perry’s Market and hit her
110 MAIN ST., THOMASTON, Mt
Sydney Bulletin.
on the head.

AMERICAN COLONY
FOUND IN JUNGLE

Probate Notices

STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested ln either of
the estates hereinafter named
tne estates nereinaiter named
At a Probate Court held nt Rockland,
and for the County of Knox, on th?
Away From Land of An ln
17th day of October ln the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
cestors 70 Years.
thirty-three and by adjournment from
Washington.—Existence of what day to day from the 17th day of said
is termed a ‘'unique colony" of October the following matters having
Americans In the torrid depths of been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated It is hereby Or
British Honduras has been reported dered
by the Carnegie Institution of Wash
That notice thereof be given to all
ington.
persons Interested, by causing a copy of
This isolated group of persons, this order to be published three weeks
tviio
Inve been
Inushed
The atCourlei-Oazette.
wno nine
been awiv
away from
irom the
tne home
nome- ' successively
newspaper pub
RoCkland ln saida
land of their ancestors for ’more County that they may appear at a Prothuu seventy years, was encouil- ba'-e Court to be held at said Rockland
on the 21st day of November A D 1933
tered by Oliver Ricketson, Jr., of at nine o’clock ln the forenoon, and be
the institution's staff in the course heard thereon If they see cause.
JOHN F MARTELOCK. late of Rockof a survey of the racial make-up Ifcnd
deceased Will and Petition for
of that section of Central America. Probate thereof, asking that the same
They live in what Is known as the may be proved and allowed and that
ont^ry H,8”ie
L‘^!C
“Toledo settlement," and are de Martelock. of nRockland,
she
being
thf
Exeeutrtx
named
In
said
Will
without
scribed by him as "irreeoncilables

ESTATE MABEL STEVENS RAWLEY.
late of Rockland, deceased
First and
Final Account presented for allowance
by Harry Franklin Curtis of Rockland.
Exr.
ESTATE ELIZA E. CUSHMAN, late o!
Rockland, deceased. First and Final Account presented for allowance by Cas1 tera N. Cushman of Rockland. Exx.
EBER MONTGOMERY PERRY, late of
Will and Petition
for Probate thereof, asking that the
same may be proved and allowed and
that Letters of Administration with the
will annexed be Issued to Homer E Rob
inson of Rockland, or some other ’sultapeSm^-Uh
Witness. MELZER T CRAWFORD. Es
quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
County. RockUnd. Malne-

CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.

Notices of Appointment
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro
bate for the County of Knox, ln the
State of Maine, hereby certify that ln
the following estates the persons were
appointed
Administrators.
Executors
Guardians and Conservators and on the
dates hereinafter named
ABRAHAM BRADBURY, late of Rock-I
land cpppnspri Scntomhcr 19 1933 SoloHarriot Bmrgor wt “pomted

Exr. and qualified by filing bond Octo
from the southern states who, rath- Dona
er than be under the northern yoke, j i.n5.Rd”ceL»S!En’w"fLand*PeUtto?Ofm ber 3. 1933.
RACHEL A POWELL JACOBS late of
betook themselves Into perpetual
Appleton, deceased. August 15. 1933, i
n
“
*
T
pr
.°'
ed
?
nd
allo,,e<1
antt
that
Maurice
S. Powell of Bridgewater Mass
exile after the Civil war." The utters Testamentary Issue to Ernestine wa5 appoi
nted Admr . and qualified by
present colony presumably ls com ,
°f R2Ckland'.?h,t,„'*‘nf.K,h! mink bond October 3. 1933. Frank H
posed of the second and third gen- bond.
h’ndutr x named ln !,ald W1". without Ingraham of Rockland, appointed Agent
eration of self-exiled Southerners.
—--------- -------ln Matne
I, I. nail
j IVALDEN C AMK Ute ot Vinalhaven.
FOSTELLA E BENNER late of RockIt is well known that after the deceased Will and Petition for Probate jand deceased. October 3 1933 Oscar
thereof,
asking
tnat
the
same
may
be
s
ouncan of Rockland, was appointed
Civil war colonies of former Confed
proved and allowed and that Letters ^dmr. d.b.n. and qualified by filing
erate soldiers were established in Testamentary
Issue to Edith M Poole of
on 8ftme date M
she being the Executrix
~..
Brazil, where they i.avzx*
prospered
and Vinalhaven.
♦
fnL-on
named In said Will without bond
EMILY ELLIOT DALAND Rometimes
their descendants have taken a
a_a ,,
<
- ...
known as emily J. Elliot daland
prominent n-irt In the life of the , CLAR*
”OSMFR„
of *ar"n- and EMILY JANE ELLIOT DALAND late
prominent part ID tne lire Of the . decreed Will and Petition for Pro- of Brookline. Maas., deceased. August
country, but the Honduran group ba'* thereof, asking that the same may 15 1333, The Second National Bank of
apparently dropped out Of history, T„,Pam,ntary Issue to Annie E Watts K’ladelphm’* Pennlvl«nla. 'wJre'* ap!
Klcketson gays.
[ of Warren, she being the Executrix polnte(l Exr, and qualified by filing
Another "Let White Race."
““wn, ,‘s
P
, £°nS, °Stob*r
A'.an, LuB',rd °f
WILLIAM E INGRAHAM late of Rockland, appointed Agent In Maine.
lie found what may be another ' Rockland, deceased. Will and Petition
MAROARET 8WANN BOWDITCH. late
"lost
white race" on the hundreds Ior Probate. thereof, asking that the of Milton. Mass deceased. October 17
lost wnue race on me Hundreds ,ame may be proved and allowed and l933 The New E„g|and Trust Company
of keys stretching along the Hon that Letters of Administration with the of Boston Masa and Rlchard L Bowannexed be Issued to Robert U | ditch of Boston, were appointed Exrs
duran coast line. He describes mem will
Collins of Rockland, or some other suit-. and qualified by filing bond on same
bers of this group as follows:
able person, without bond
date Elmer Lufkin of Point Look Out.
ESTATE CLARA M DYER, late ol appointed Agent In Maine.
"They are characterized by a
Haven, deceased Petition for
ELIZA E CUSHMAN, late of Rockland.
spare build, aquiline nose, rather North
Administration, asking that W Paton dfcfased. October 17. 1933. Castera N
high frequency of blue eyes, consid Dyer of North haven, or some other Cushman, of Roekport. was appointed
ering the almost universality of I suitable person be appointed Admlnls- j-xx and qualified by filing bond on
tratorr with bond
fame date
dark eyes throughout this area, and
ESTATE MARTHA A THOMPSON, late
CHARLES W
LERMOND. late of
by a mahogany-colored complexion, of St Oeorge. deceased Petition for Thomaston, deceased. October 17. 1933
License
to
sell
Certain
Real
Estate
situA
if
r
ed
M
Strout
of
Thomaston, was apmore suggestive of long exposure
ated ln St George and fully <lc«crlbeo polnted Admr. and qualllled by filing
than of racial swarthiness.
in said petition, presented by J Russell ^nd on
date
"I was given to understand that D’^.°LeTh^wtO«'
.
WILLIAM B FISH late of Hope, dethey never leave the keys except 1 ESTATE GUY O. TTIAVER late of cease<j. October 17. 1933. James L. DorNorth Haven, deceased
PetitifVi for nan o{ gast union, was appointed Admr
to visit Belize, and that their only License to sell certain Real Estate, situ- c t a and quanfled by filing bond on
occupations are turtling and fishing, ated in Vinalhaven and fullv described 9ame date
said petition presented by Marlon
MARY E WIOOIN SPEAR late of
plus a mild interest ln coconut cul in
E. Crockett of North Haven. Admx
tivation. My informant expressed
PrrmoN for change of name
an opinion that they were remnants asking that the name of Frederick Ver- appointed Exx. and qualified by filing
Pomeroy of Rockland be changed
oetOber 24 1933
of those early settlers and buc non
to Frederick Vernon Gray
Presented
rtawritt
nf Thomaaton
ANN oTARKt-I 1. late ol I noma. ion.
caneers who referred to themselves hv T inntp a Omv nf Rockland mother
, 7 deceased. October 17. 1933 Lizzie S. Levas 'the Daymen.'
ESTATE WILLIAM R HAINES, late ensaier Of Thomaston, was appointed
of Rockland, deceased^ Petition for
and qUanfled by flung bond Octo“1 can
,. do no more
, than suggest Allowance presented by Nellie C. Haines
2i 1933
that this type may be such a rem- I □( s.irnv
f
MArtha a Thompson late ot st
nant. Like the Caribs, they are ex
ESTATE W SCOTT YOUNG, late of QWrgP deceased. J. Russell Davis ol
Isle Plantation, deceased Thomaston, was appointed Admr.. and
pert sailors. Living In a relatively Matinicus
Petition for Allowance presented by quahfled by flnng bond October 24. 1933.
salubrious and mosquito-free en Marian A Young ol Matinicus Isle PlanGEORGE W SMITH late ot Rockland.
vlronment. It might be expected that tatlon. widow
deceased. October 17. 1933. Maude Knowltheir general health would be found
WILBUR A MORSE, of Friendship ton Smlth of Rockiand. wax appointed
__ .Ll. . ' prints petition tol appointment ol Admx. c t a and qualified by filing bond
higher than that Of the mainland Trustee, asking that the National Bank October
October 24. 1933
of Commerce of Portland. Maine, or
Attest
dwellers."
some other suitable person be appoint
CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register
ed Trustee of the Trust estate for thc
Finds “Amphibian People."
J32-S-138
' use and benefit of Eda J. Lawry et als.
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP.
On the southern coast of British of Friendship.
MANAGEMENT. vIRCULATION. ETC .
Honduras Ricketson reported the
ESTATE MINNIE A TURNER late of
REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CON
deceased
Petition
for
GRESS OF AUGUST 24. 1912. OF
finding of a strange "amphibian peo Washington.
authority to erect a suitable monument
THE COURIER-OAZETTE. PUBLISHED
ple" known as the Wykas, who hdd on the burlal lot of the said Minnie A
EVERY TUESDAY. THURSDAY AND
a distinct language of their own and 1 Turner, presented by H Linwood Turner
SATURDAY AT ROCKLAND. MAINE.
' of Washington. Admr.
FOR
OCTOBER 1, 1933
were almost equally at home oh I ESTATE LIZZIE E DAVIS
j
r
State of Maine. County of Knox. SS.
land or in the water.
Rockland deceased First and Final AcBefore me. a Notary Public ln and for
These, he says, “are Carib In count presented ior allowance by Sarah ,he state and county aforesaid, personWatts Llttcll of Rockland. Admx. cta
a))v appearcd F. A Winslow who having
dians so overlaid with negro blood
ESTATE ARTHUR W STURTEVANT been duly sworn according to law. deposes
that to casual observers they late of Rockland, deceased First and and says that he ls thc Associate Editor of
would unhesitatingly be clanged as Final Account presented for allowance The Courler-Oazette. and that. the fol,
h,„ »hoi/
~ ,1 by William O Richards Admr
lowing Is. to the best of hls knowledge
buvu
UVUUIU
1U1BI
I, azvaw
but their
double Iracial
)
or. n wiitt.u< and belief, a true statement of the
origin may “be
byTne'or more
of the following characteristics; A Fins’ Account presented Ior allowance date shown |n thc a(XJve capUon, re.
stockv build and a short heel, with by Lllla wllllan” of Thom^tom
quired by the Act of August 24. 1912
‘
,, ,
,,,
.
.
ESTATE FLORENCE L PENDLETON embodied in section 443. Postal Laws and
correspondingly well developed cal(p ,
of Rockland, deceased
First and Regulations
muscles, or bv Straight, shiny-black Final Account presented for allowance
i. That the names and addresses of
i by Laura E Fish. Admx.
, the publisher and editor are: Publisher.
hair."
ESTATE ROBERT J ANDREWS late The Courler-Oazette. Rockland
Me

Coast Engineer Builds
45-Foot Yacht Himself
Hayward, Calif.—Unable to pur
chase a yacht to fulfill his life long
ambition to sail the seven seas,
Frederick W. Delanoy, Hayward me
chanical engineer, turned his handi
craft to use to achieve hls desire.
After several years of spare-time
labor, Delanoy has built a trim 56foot cabin cruiser, which he claims
will outride any storm on any ocean.
He plans to launch the “Gerrie II"
soon for a trial trip.
Powered with a 145 horse power
marine engine and equipped with
mnnv labor qnvlnr rievieae Tinlor.zw
many labor sating deuces, Delanoy
plans to make several trial cruises
before heading out across the Paeifle with a party of friends on a
two years’ world cruise.

of Warren deceased
Flrat and Fins. Eduor. W_ O Fuller. Rock.and Mi
i Account presented for allowance by Jane Associate Editor. F A. Winslow. Rock■ N AnHrrws of Wnrren Exx
! land. Me.
VTa™ ELDEN8 JONES l.«e of Rock- 0^^“ ^1°^.^ SS "XT
I land deceased
First and rlnal AcI count presented for allowance by Harold
I S. Fossett. Admr d b.n e t a
1 ESTATE KATHERINE MATHER, late
of Rockland derea-ed First and Final
Account pre-ented for allowance by Oilford B Butler of South Thomaston. Exr
of^ck^ndABdRec".seMd BH°tBandY Fm.f.

holders owning, or holding 1 per cent or
m0[(, o{ the totaj amOunt of etocki
w o yyiier. Kathleen S Fuller F A
Winslow N S perry. H O Cole. O F
Hills, J M Richardson, all of Rockland.
Me
known bondholders,
3. That the
^^0’’ hoUln^TrTen?Z mo™ ?!

Salomon Harr?isnExr
all°WanCC *
Solomon Harris. Exr
ESTATE EDWARD M BENN’ER late
of Rockland. decea>ed Flrsl and Final
Account presented for allowance by
Bessle R Benner ol Rockland. Admx.
ESTATE JOHN ARTHUR FOSS, of
Rockland First and Final Account presented for allowance by Alvra W. Gregnrv nf Rorkland f.dn
BTArt OWIN H WOODCOCK, late
ESTATE ORKIN h wuuuvucn.. iaic
of Cushing deceased
First and Flna:
Account presented for allowance by

Xr ^cuKUes ^re ^(There^a^^e, °r
4 That the two paragraphs ncxt
above, giving the names of the owners,
stockholders, and security holders, if
any, contain not only the list of stockholders and security holders as they appear upon the books of the company.
but also ln cases where the stockholder
°r security holder appears upon the
books of the company as trustee or ln
an> °th" fld’lc‘^ "lation. thc namc ol
the person or corporation for whom such
trustee Is acting, is given; also that the
Hftld two paragraphs contain statements
embracing
affiant's
and
--------------- - full knowledge
------- belief as to the circumstances and condltions under which stockholders and
security holders who do not appear upon
tne books of the company as trustees.
hold stock and securities ln a capacity
other than that of a b°na ,lde owner;
and th|g amant has no rpasAn t0 believe
that any other person, association, or
corporation has any Interest direct or
Indirect In the said stock, bonds, or
other securities than as so stated by
him.
5. That the average number ot copies
ol each Issue of this publication sold or
distributed through the malls or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the six
months preceding the date shown above
1» 5858
iThls Information ls required
frorn d»Hy publications only, but Thc
Courier-Gazette waives the exemption!.
F A WINSLOW
Associate Editor.
Sworn to and subscribed before me
Nov. 7. 1933
ELMER C. DAVIS
Notary Publlc
<Mv commission expires April 13. 1939.)

j

! “LESTATE
na
HELEN MATTSON of Rock-

land First and Final Account present
ed for allowance by Alvra W. Gregory
____________
I of Rockland.
Gdn.
f-tatf fttgfnf FTHOMPSON
nl
I.5.V, J|E pV, ,
nrp’en^a fS.
| Rockland. FirstAccount
pre ented for
Monster Alligator Has
allowance by Jerome C. Burrows of
Gdn
Inhabitants in Terror II Rockland.
ESTATE HERMAN RAWLEY of Ten
Clarksdale, Miss.—Blue Dick, a ant's Harbor First and Final Account
for allowance by Ernest Rawdreaded alligator, has renewed his ' presented
ley of Tenant's Harbor. Gdn
terrorism around Eagle's Nest
ALMORE D BROADMAN late of Warbrake.
ren. deceased. Will and Petition for
thereof, asking that the same
Strange tales have been woven Probate
may be proved and allowed and that
about tills creature. He Is said to Letters of Administration with the will
be Issued to Myrtle V Broadhnve migrated from Swan lake into annexed
man. of Warren or some other suitable
the brake about fifty years ago. person, without bond
Some say he Is 14, and some, 13
ESTATE CHARLES W EVERETT, late
of Washington, deceased Petition fo:
feet long.
Administration, asking that Ralph W
He has been known to capsize Farris of Augusta, or Rome other suita
rowboats, and recently he held cap ble person be appointed Administrator,
bond.
tive two Inhabitants, I.ee Green mid without
ESTATE LEVI A BOGGS late of War
Burdine Mosley, while they were ren. deceased. Petition for Adminis
tration. asking that Edwin K Boggs ol
at the brake gigging frogs.
Gorham, or some other suitable person 1
be appointed Administrator, without
bond.
Puthez Wood a. Fuel
WILMER L AMES, late of Matinicus
Stockholm.—To save Imports of Isle
Plantation, deceased
Will and
coal, public Institutions In Sweden Petition for Probate thereof, asking that
the
same
may
be
proved
and
allowed
will be heated with wood next win
and that Letters Testamentary Issue ol
ter, the government has decreed. Weston L. Ames, of Matinicus Isle
Public credits also will be granted Plantation he being the Executor named
to factories for the making ot char ln said Will, without bond.
ESTATE LYDIA A
JAMESON. of
coal briquettes, which are expected Rockland Petition for License to Sell
certain Real Estate, situated in Rock
to replace coke.
land
and fully described in said
Petition, presented by Jerome C. Bur
Knife Taken From Ribs
rows, of Rockland. Gdn.
WILLIAM H PROCTOR late of AppleQuincy, Mass.—A surgeon recent
ton. deceased. Will and Petition for
ly extracted a three-lncb stiletto Probate thereof, asking that the same
blade Frank Wall, fifty-two years may be proved and allowed and that
Testamentary Issue to Ada H
old, had carried in bis ribs since n I' Letters
Proctor, of Appleton, she being the i
lodging bouse fight in Troy, N. Y.. i Executrix named In said Will, without I
j bond
live years ago.
JE3SE C. HILL, late of Rockland, de
ceased. Will and Petition for Probate
thereof, asking tnat the same may be
Dora had just returned from Sun- proved and allowed and that Letters
rtav -cr.ooi, where
had bppn
to Jennie
R. Hill ol
Qd>
wnere shp
tne nau
oten for
nn I Testamentary
Rnckland. she
sheissuebeing
thp
Rockland,
the Executrix
named ln said Will, without bond.
thc first time.
ESTATE NAOMI J. OBRIEN, late ol
"What did my little daughter learn Thomaston,
deceased. First and Flnai
Account presented ior allowance by Liz
this morning?" asked her father.
zie S. Levensaler of Thomaston, Exx.
"That I am a child of Satan," was
ESTATE MARGARET A MOODY of
the beaming reply—Watchman-Ex Thomaston. First and Final Account
presented for allowance by Levi Seavey

aminer.

of Thomaston, Gdn.

In Everybody’s Column

♦ LOST AND FOUND •

:

WANTED

I

TO LET

FUNERALS
4 t Modera te^osi

used as Battery Service Statton. 22x66.
show window large olfice 925 month
V F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St Tel 1154.
132-tf
EIGHT room apartment to let all
modern, garage, over West End Market.
Thomaston. $15 month. V. F. STUDLEY.
283 Main St. Tel 1154____________132-tf
THREfc ROOM furnished apartment
with bath to let. $5 week. V F. STUD
LEY 283 Main 8t Tel. 1154_____ 131-tf
MODERN tenement to let at 157 Talbot
A\e OVERNESS SARKESIAN
128-tf
AT ROSE HILL Farm. Crescent Beach,
partially furnished house to let. eight
rooms, garage., electric lights, water In
sink; $12 month to responsible parties
Apply at ROSE HILL FARM. Tel !•»«
341-R
9*»k
130-135
MODERN six room rent, with garage.
Partly furnished If desired 17 Grove St
R W BICKFORD Tel 611-M
125-tl
SEVEN room house to let at head of
Chlckawaukle lake MRS JOHN RANI.ETT Tel 352-14
127-tf
FIVE ROOM house on Fulton St..
lights, gas and shed. $15; five room house
on Holmes St., cellar, shed and lights.
$14: one three room furnished house on
Holmes St.. $3 50 per week Inquire HER
BERT BARTER Tel. 611-W or 1017-J.
128-tf
TWO room apartment with Oath to
let. thoroughly modern, heated and
lighted S5 a week; also rooms and bath
S3 week up at Foss House, MABEL AT
KINS. proprietor. 77 Park St. Tel. 330
121-tf
APARTMENTS to let. 21-23 Fulton St.;
six room house, toilet and lights at 71
St. ROSE PRESCOTT
Td
1058_____________________________ 127-138
WELL furnished apartment to let.
three rooms, toilet and shed. 12 KNOX
ST. Tel 156-W__________________ 131-tf
FURNISHED, heated apartment to let
Inquire 14 Masonic St.____________ 131-tf
HEATED apartmenta. all moaern. iouj
room*. Apply at CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO Tel 634______ 131-tf
FOUR ROOM apartment and alx room
apartment.
modern.
to let
MRS
FROST. 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-W
__________________________________ 131-tf
SIX-ROOM house to let on Camden
St., near Sllsby Greenhouses, electric
lights, furnace, bath; clean, cosy, economlcal. MRS. H. M FROST. Tel
318-W.
131-tf

BURPEE’S

Loyalty and
Success
Bur From Thc Guy
IYho Can Buy From You

CARCCN SALLSbOCKS
Op Spccialty Ppinting
Jot l/iy Pm

Buy
WHCRC YOU

PILES
And other rectal diseases
Treated Without Pain

Sell

LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mail orders
solicited. H C RHODES Tel. 519-J
__________________________________ 131-tf
NOTICE Spear's Cider Mill at West
Warren will close Saturday Nov. 18 for
the season.______________________ 134*136
LITTLE BEAUTY SHOP 33 Camden
St TEL 557-W Finger waves and marcels, 35c_________________________ 134*139
NOTICE- All
persons having
bills
against the W B Fish Estate are re
quested to present them to me at once;
and all Indebted to the Estate are re
quested to arrange for payment. JAMES
L DORNAN Adirir
133-135
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for aale
by manufacturer. Samples free H A.
BARTLETT Harmony. Me________ 123-135
REPAIRS MADE Sheet metal stoves,
furnace and furniture. Distributors
Merrimac
Oil
Burners.
ROCKLAND
MEND-IT SHOP. 90 Mechanic St
_________________________________ 133*135
OWING TO THE unemployment iu the
town of St. George, thc town has voted
to close Its clam flats to non-resident
diggers as of Oct. 10. 1933. Complying
with the Statute laws of Maine.
126-tf
AUTOMOBILE repairing. Open eve
nings and Sunday. Simonizing done
reasonably. G. L. BLACK. 3 Rockland
St Tel. 233-J.
123*125-tf
KEY'S! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
order. Keys made to fit locks when
original keys are lost. House, office or
Car. Code books provide keys for all
locks without bother Stissors ar.d
Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO.,
408 Main 8t.. Rockland. Tel. 791.
__________________________________ 131-tf
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all timea.
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
131-tf

REAL ESTATE

J

FOR SALE—Six room house, good lo

cation. price right. This property to a
ji good Investment Tts location Is on a

'

j

i
i
'
I

cement road. ROBERT COLLINS. Real
Estate Agency._________________ 131-tf
THE L. E GRIFFIN house at 25 James
St.. Rockland for sale Hardwood floors,
electric lights, large lot. Price right.
Apply to M. M. GRIFFIN. Rockland. Me
_________________________________ 97-tf
FARM for sale. 20 acres field and
pasture, house, barn, henhouse for 1000
hens, line well, pump ln sink, electric
lights, good cellar. Highlands. $1100. V.
F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154
’
122-tf

VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Steamer leaves Swans Island at 5.30
a. m.. Stonington 6 25, North Haven 7 25.
1 Vinalhaven 8.15; due to arrive at Rock. land about 9.30. Returning — leaves
Rockland at 1 30 p. m. Vinalhaven 2 45,
' North Haven 3.30. Stonington 4 40; due
; to arrive at Swan's Island about 6 p. m.
B H STINSON
117-tf
Oeneral Agent.

Light Trucking
Parcel Delivery
Family Washings
Called For and Delivered

At Momf.

Walter Dorgan
Tel. 106-R

or Loss of Time

-and tf its PRINTING

DR. JAMES KENT

Don't Forgct

TEL. 1076
ROCKLAND
127SII

(t

I

Since 1840 this flrn. .-.as faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTE'.’DANT
Day Telephone 1 '0—781-X
ROCKLAND. ME.

MISCELLANEOUS

____________________
t
OARAGE to let. Park St . formerly

GO HAND IN HAND

COMPLETE,,

FOR SALE

Advertisements ln thia column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once ior 2a
cents, three times for 50 ceuta. Addi
tional lines flve cents each for one time.
MERRILL PIANO for sale
Good as
10 cents for three times. Six words new. Write or call A. O. SPEAR. War
make a line.
ren. Me._________
_____________ 134*130
NEW MILCH cows for sale. ALBERT
134*136
TAMMI. Union. Me.
BLACK horse for sale, weight 1200. or
exchange for cows. FRANK MORRIS.
Tenant's Harbor.
133*135
LADY'S Baflnseal coat, size 40. very
HEATHER mixture heavy
woolen reasonable; also pair tan oxfords, size 6.
Jacket found on Warrenton St. Owner 169 SOUTH MAIN ST., up stairs.
135*lt
charges at THE “por-8ALE.7YST;»n buy'leedTdlr’Srt
COURIER-GAZETTE office
uo ui ,rom
manufacturer, made fresh
PART of spare tire carrier lost from dally. The freshness of these feeds will
Buick car. Finder call 585. NYE S give you 20% greater yields.
GARAGE.
132-134
Shlpped-ln feeds take several weeks ln
- ----------- transit across the country and are apt
to be stale long before they reach vou.
More For Less” Dairy Feed $1.63;
M F. L Egg Mash. $1 98; M. F. L. Stock
Feed $1.49. M F. L. Scratch Feed »1 to;
M F L All Mash $178: Just Right Egg
Mash or Growing Feed, with yeast. $2.25.
Buy them today and get More For Less.
PATIENTS given the best of care ln STOVER'S CASH GRAIN STORES. DIS
TRIBUTORS
for STOVER FEED MFOprivate home with private nurse. NORA
M WRIGHT 80 Crescent St.
133*137 CO., on track at Rrt Park 8t.. Just below
Armour's. Tel. 1200
134-136
YOUNG woman would like chance to
FOR SALE- Baled shavings (fancy dry
do housework
EVELYN HART.
10
Camden 8t.______________________ 134*136 large bales), truck load lots direct from
car now due, 25c per bale while they
MIDDLE-AGED widow would like po last. Small lots 10c per bale higher.
sition as housekeeper for elderly widower Book your order today. Tel. Rockland
or bachelor. Small wages. MRS CAR 1200 STOVER S CASH ORAIN STORES.
RIE STONE. Clark Island.
134-136 DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED
WANTED-Modern house, six to eight MFG CO. on track at 86 Park St. Just
134-136
rooms, centrally located. Rent, lease or below Armour's.
buy Price must be low for cash. Write
FITTED wood and Junks for sale at
T.. care The Courier-Gazette.
134-136 reasonable
prices.
ELMER
STARR.
135*137
LADIES—Copy names and addresses. Rockville Tel. 352-1.
spare time, for Mall Order Firms. Oood
STEAM
heating
plant.
American
pBy
Experience «nn"«'“an' ®tan?p boiler and 33 radiators for sale, low
brings details. HOLT SERVICE. N'chola. prlCfd
v f- STUDLEY, 283 Main St.
N Y.
133 lt Tf, jjj,
132-tf
CARPENTER and repair work of all
SMALL HOUSE at Pleasant Gardens.
kinds done Now is the time to repair 9275. for sale on rent plan V. F. STUD
your home
L. A. MADDOCKS Tel LEY. 283 Main St Tel. 1154
134-tf
271-J.
135-137
WOMEN s CLOTHES for sale, slightly
FAMILY washings wanted. Called for worn, size 14. coats, dresses, etc. Call
and- delivered
Prompt service.
24 THIS OFFICE
133-135
HOLMES ST , City. Tel 528-R
134-136
BRUSH for sale. $2 a load Call 384-R
POSITION aa chel or order cook want G S EVERETT. Ingraham Hill. Rocked Best of references. HORACE PERRY. Ian^____________________________ 135-137
Orace St.. City.
•«
FOR SALE—Rhode Island Red pullets,
laying and ready to lay. $1 each; White
•t *«>********'*****• leghorns, 75c. STOVER'S CASH GRAIN
STORES DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER
FEED MFO CO. on track a! 86 Park St .
Just below Armour's. Tel 1200 134-136
SCREENED soft lump coal for sale.
$9. one-half ton. $4 50: hard coal. $14.
VERY attractive apartment to let. five J. B PAULSEN. Tel 84-2 Thomaston.
rooms and bath, hot water and heat the
133*135
year around. Call 91 NORTH MAIN ST
CABBAOE. turnips, squashes and ap- .
T^l 180-J
133-135
plea for sale for winter. OVERNESS
HOUSE to let at 524 Summer St., SARKESIAN. 157 Talbot Ave. Tel 568-W.
vacant about Nov 25 MRS. A. C. MC
133*135
LOON. 33 Orove St Tel. 253-M
128-tf
YOUNO STOCK for sale—cows; new
FOUR furnished rooms with bath to riding cultivator, flve rolls 4 ft. woven
let
Inquire MRS W S KENNISTON wire, extra heavy: wagons, two aeU
176 Main St Tel. 874-M
135-tf double harness, one set sarven wheels.
2-lnch axle: and many other things
apar
let. at 49 Pleasant St. LILLIAN BICK- used around a mill or farm. W. B. FISH
NELL 82 Llmerock St
133*135 Estate. James L. Dornan. Admr. 133-135
WHEN you are planning to sell your
P1
furnished. $4 week. V.
STUDLEY chickens and fowl, call PETER EDWARDS
Tel 806-J, Rockland.
131-tf
283 Main St Tel 1154
132-tf
FOR SALE—Values—Swift's. Armour’s
SMALL HOUSE for rent at Head of
the Bay. $5 month V. F STUDLEY' 283 or Squire's Absolutely Pure Lard. 20 lbs.
Main St. Tel. 1154.
134-tf $1 69. 60 lb tubs $4 80. Fine Granulated
___ ___ . Sugar $4 98 per 100 lbs . 25 ltd $129.
FURNISHED flve room tenement to 10 ibs with other goods 49c.
Half barlet. with toilet and garagr MRS PER- rci Heavy Salt Pork G00 lbs ) $9.75:
LEY MrLLER. South Main St. Tel. 802-J. stover's Pride Flour. "The Flour the
_________________________________ 135-137 Best Cooks Use.'' 98c. $7.75 bbl. 18 bags);
TENEMENTS to let. both single and
Fa!SUy Fl£.ur 9Ack
bbL: ?est
double, reasonable rent I. BERLIAW-1 Pastry Flour 87c. $6 90 bbl. Confectioners or Brown Sugar. 4 packages 30c.
SKY. 385 Broadway. Tel. 816-J.
133*135 Granulated Meal. 10 lbs. 29c; Native
Johnson or Kidney Beans, peck $1.13. $4
THREE room apartment, completely per bushel
Denatured Alcohol 5 gal.
furnished, ground floor. MRS. E K cans. $3 75 (can free) 75c gallon, bulk.
MILLS. Rear 11 Masonic St_______ 133-1f Mllk bottles, quarts. 6 dozen $4.13. 70c
SEVEN room house. 13 Granite St . dozen; pints 6 doz. $3 13. 55c dozen;
bath room, furnace, hot and cold water. Rapid Flow Filter Disks 300 for $1.
«et tubs Roomy garage Apply H L STOVERS CASH
GRAIN STORES.
KARL. 11 Granite St . City.
134-136 DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED
—------- .-------------- . „------ . MFG CO . on track at 86 Park St . Juat
HOUSE to let at 5 Rockland St. Seven b,iow Armour's Tc!. 1200
134-136
rooms and
bath
Modern.
garage
135*137
SHAFTER, IS Rockland St.
THE ROYAL Beer Oarden and Bowline ,
Aliev- to let. all equipped Inquire V
F STUDLEY. 283 Main St Tfl 1154
»

The Courier-Gazette

WHEN IN BOSTON—TOU can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at the Old South Newa
Agency. Washington Kt. next Old South
Church; also at M. Andaman's 284

Tretnout 8t.

f

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 11, 1935
COLBY COLLEGE NEWS

(By John English)
“Japan’s Future and America's
Stake" was the subject discussed in
the second lecture cf a series of nine
presented by Colby College. Thomas
In addition to personal notes regard
Miss Daphne Winslow of Norway Que Harrison who delivered the lec
ing departure^ and arrivals, this depart
ture is a Yale graduate, world trav
ment especially desires Information of was a recent guest of her mother, Mrs.
social happenings, parties, musicals, eto 1 C. E. Rollins, on hcr way to Univer eler and a former leader in the
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
Youth Peace Movement.
sity of Maine.
gladly received.
' • • • •
TELEPHONE ..... ........................... 770 or 7M
The
French
Club held its meeting
1 Shakespeare Society meets Monday
Oscar S. Duncan and family, who evening at the home of Mrs. Angelica of the year at the home of Prof.
have been occupying their cottage | Olover, with Miss Lucy Rhodes as Everett F. Strong. Oordon Smith
at Hollday Beach since April, have | leader Act 3 of Othello wlU be read, presided.
• • * •
returned to their home on Main street. and papers will be presented by Miss
Helen York and. Miss Elizabeth While people, street, cars and
The DA.R bridge party at the Jameson.
automobiles were passing by in thc
.
home of a past regent, Mrs. Suella
early evening bustle of the city an
Sheldon, Monday was a very attrac
Chapin Class meets Tuesday eve owl sat on the steps of the Unitarian
tive affair. The house was decorated ning at the home of Mrs. Ralph L. Church and looked on. A large crowd
with chrysanthemums and an Ameri Smith.
gathered to stare back at the bird.
can Flag. There were ten tables in
The police were called to take care
pky, with a prize for each table. Mrs.
Mrs Belle Alien of South Thomas of the unusual situation but before
Eva Wisner and Mrs. Annie Stevens ton is guest of her daughter, Mrs. N they could act, boys threw stones at
assisted the hostess in serving the L. Witham.
the owl and it flew away.
dainty refreshments.
• • • •
Halloween was a very quiet affair.
Mrs. Edward C. Boody Jr. enterMrs. Fredd e Giles has returned to I tained at venison supper Tuesday The only thing to break the tran
Elmore after spending a few days evening, her guests being Mrs. A. S quility cf the evening was a fire in
with Mr. and Mrs. Milton Elwell.
Peterson, Mrs. Alice Kalloch, Mrs the straw on the football field.
j Ray Eaton, Misses Lucille Sandner This was quickly discovered and ex
At 110 North Main street a jolly ; Helen Coombs, Delia Pease, Lillian tinguished. To guard against a
Halloween party was held, those tak Alden and Frances Collette.
repetition of the prank two police
ing part being Edward, Laura and
men were put on duty at the field.
Blanche Sylvester, Tillie, Virginia,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Smith, Miss They settled themselves down in the
Earl and Elizabeth Haskell, Evelyn Therest Smith and Mrs. Belle Greg straw and were waiting for invaders
and Clarence Thistle, Barbara, Ma ory were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. when thc night watchman entered
rion, Arlene and Perley Bartlett, Addison Oliver in West Gardiner.
the field. He was the only person to
''■Mary. Naomi and Granville Richards.
appear on the scene and all he got
Vivian Oakes, Mrs. Farrington and
Mrs. Woodbury Richards was
for his pains was a scare when he
daughter Josephine, Winifred, Bea hostess to thc T.&E. Club Wednes
suddenly came upon thc two police
trice, Elmer, Jr„ Ralph Pinkham, day for sewing.
men who were comfortably burled
and Margaret Ellis.
Mrs. N L. Witham entertained at in the straw.
• • • •
Mrs. Ralph Warren of Vinalhaven cards Tuesday evening, In honor of
At
a
meeting
of the Boardman
is visiting her sister. Mrs. Fannie Mr. Withams birthday. There were
Society
about
40
were present in
20 guests. Refreshments featured a
Pinkham.
festive birthday cake, candles and all cluding members and interested
guests. A supper was served at the
Mrs, L. A Crockett was hostess to
First Baptist Churdh. Dr. Bruce
Under
the
auspices
of
the
Diligent
the Thursday Auction Club.
Dames an entertainment of high or-1 Kinney of Denver, gave an interest
Mrs I. W. Fifleld returns to Vinal der will be presented in the audi- ] ing talk on the Indians of his section
haven today after being guest of Mr torium of the Congregational Church of thc country, clearing up many of
next Thursday evening with Marshall1 the misconceptions people have.
and Mrs. Orrin F. Smith.
Bradford directing.

OCl ETY.

WEST ROCKPORT
The W.I.N. Club was entertained
J. A. Jameson has a new Pontiac
Thursday evening by Mrs. A. R. Hav
car.
Elmer Starr and Henry Kontio
ener. There were two tables of auc
tion, honors falling to Mrs. Leland Mr. and Mrs. John Durrell and Mrs. have returned from a hunting trip.
Mr and Mrs. Louis Robinson re
Drlnkwater, Mrs Oardner French R C. Wentworth go to Orono today
turned earlier than 'they Intended
and Miss Hazel Marshall.
! for the Maine-Bowdoin game, joining from a hunting trip. Mrs. Robin
1 there Mr Wentworth who has been
Miriam Rebekah Lodge has a pub.
son brought with her a fine deer
J attending the tax conference ar
lie benefit card party Tuesday eve
which she shot and Mr. Robinson a
ranged by tlie county agents. They
ning at Odd Fellows hall, with Mrs
badly injured ankle; as a result he
will remain over night, returning
Belle Lewis as chairman. Play will
Is going about on crutches.
Sunday.
begin at 8.
Valorous Edgccomb, mall carrer, has
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike have gone hunting and Mrs. Edgecomb is
Mrs. Alan L. Bird supervised thc
returned from two weeks' hunting trip substituting, assisted by her mother,
play of contract at Green Gables
in Township 31, near Greenfield Mrs. Louis Robinson who acts as
yesterday afternoon, the players be
They were accompanied by Mr. and chauffeur.
•
ing Camden women, with Mrs. Luella
Mrs. Charles Coombs, daughter Miss
The Charles Fernald place has
Tuttle in charge of reservations.
Allce Coombs, and son Horace, and been sold to Mr. Counce of Camden
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Ulmer Sr . have Fullerton Morgan of St. Petersburg who will soon occupy it
as guest their daughter. Mrs. Alton and Bangor. The group returned with
A card from Mrs. W. P Richard
a goodly showing of birds, a buck and
Brown of Boothbay Harbor.
son
states that she and her husband
a deer Mr. and Mrs. Thorndike also
Sleeper Bible Class meets Monday spent several days as guests of Mr Rev. Mr. Richardson, accompanied byMrs. Emma V Leach and Henry
afternoon at the home of Mrs. E. J. and Mrs. Coombs in Belfast.
Crawford arrived ln Hawthorne. Fla.,
Hellier, Talbot avenue.
The meeting of Rounds Mothers at 5 p. m. Monday. This is the des
Mr. and Mrs Carl Ames of Vinal Class scheduled for Wednesday has tination of Mr. Crawford and Mrs
haven werc recent guests of Mr. and been postponed to Nov. 17 and will Leach, the others motoring on to their
take place at the home of Mrs. A. J. home in Saint Cloud.
Mrs. Orrin F. Smith.
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Richards and
Mrs E C. Moran Jr. was guest
family have moved to Camden
speaker before the Norumbega Club William Mack of Walpole. Mass., ls
where hc has employment in the Mt.
in Banger yesterday. She will be visiting his old home ln this city.
Battie mill, working nights.
joined by Mr. Moran today after the
Miss
Oora
E.
Perry
left
yesterday
|
Mr. and Mrs. Leman Oxton are on
Bowdoin-Maine game and they will
a motor teip to Boston.
be weekend guests of Congressman for a week's visit in Malden.
and Mrs. John G. Utterback.
Mr. and Mrs Henry Keller recently
Mrs. Warren C. Noyes was hostess!
attended a Farm Bureau solicitors'
Baraca Class met Wednesday eve to the Itooevik Club Thursday aft-1 meeting at Wiscasset.
ning with very good attendance. Mrs. ernoon. It was voted to set aside a
Friends here were saddened to
Ernest Busweli acted as chairman sum of money for a shut-in. Relief
hear of thc death of Miss Elsie Hardy
sewing
was
engaged
in.
Thc
next
and under her supervision a pleasing
program of readings, a skit and games meeting, Nov. 21, will be with Mrs of Lincolnville as a result of the
automobile accident at. Lincolnville
Edward Benner.
was presented
Wednesday.
Miss Hardy's sister.
Mr and Mrs. Edwin R. Edwards Mrs. Joseph Doyle has returned tc Miss Marion Hardy i Mrs. Donald
have returned from 10 days' motor Bath after visiting her parents, Mr j Downs) was teacher of the school
trip to New Brunswick. They also and Mrs. O. A. Lawrence.
here several years ago.
spent a few days at Bluehill as guests
J. F. Heal who has been confined to
Mrs. Agatha Cates of Kent's Hill j
of relatives, Mr. Edwards doing a
the house by a boil on his knee Is
Department President of A.USW.V
little hunting on the side.
’ and Mrs. Emma Dick, senior vice I able to be out again.
Mrs. L. E. Blackington and daugh ! president of that organization werc
ter, Miss Oertrude Blackington, are guests Thursday of Past President
on a motor trip to Boston. Spring- Mrs. Mabelle Doherty, North Main
street.
field, and New York

Mrs. C E. Rollins has returned
from a visit in Brunswick with Mr
and Mrs. George Oilman. She at
tended the annual inspection of the
Eastern Star Chapter. Mrs. RoUins
was also guest of honor at a party
given by Mrs. Gilman on Tuesday aft
ernoon.

Annual Universalist Fair Wednes
day. Nov. 15, at vestry. Doors open,
at 2.30. Aprons, cooked food and,
candy on sale. Chicken pie supper]
5 to 7. 50c. Small tables may be rc- ]
served by calling Mrs. Lillian McRae,
Tel. 453-M.
135-136

“Waiter, have you foi gotten me?"
"Oh. no. sir you are the stuffed
The Universalist Mission Circle
opened its season Wednesday at the calf's head."—Cologne Gazette.
home of Mrs. E. F. Olover who was
assisted by Miss Myrtle Herrick and
Miss Margaret O. Stahl. After box
SORE
lunch relief sewing had attention
OSS
until the devotional period, presided
over by thc president, Miss Alice Ful
INSTANT
ler. Roll call was based on "Thank SAFE RELIEF
Scholl’s Zino*
fulness," In line with this year's Dr.
pads relieve pain of
study subject “Well Known Men of coma or sore toes in
one minute! It’s the
Our Church,” Mrs. E. E. Stoddard mild medication in
them that does it.
presented a fine paper on Benjamin They
'also cushion
ihoe friction
the
spot removing the cat
Rush, a signer of the Declaration of and sore
pressure. Zino-pads are also made in tires
Independence and the first to organ ior Corns between toes, Callouses and Bunions ,
t-35c a box.
ize a Sunday school of any denomina
tion in this country. Mrs. R. C.
Wentworth was soloist of the after
noon. There were 20 members pres
STOREE
ent. .

MICKIE SAYS—
YOU CAWT SAY POSITIVELY
TWAT YOUR. BUSINESS IS MOT A
MONEY MAkER., UNTIL YOU
HAVE TRIED OUT THE EFFECT
OF A NEWSPAPER. AD IM
TWE HOME RAPER REGULAR!
MAWY A BIZWESS HAS GOT
TO ITS FEET, AMD HEkICETORTH
SUPPORTED TWE BOSS IM
UJkURY AUD STYLE AFTER

IIABIBIUG TWE MASK? EUXER.

CORNS-;

McLAIN
Rockland, Me.

,

Football Sunday at Community
Park—Rockland Shells vs. WestnreoK
Blue Waves—2 o'clock sharp—adv.

We are Headquarters (or Dr Scholl**
Foot Comfort Appliances and Remedies

S&’t
READ IHE ADS

^'weTncncy
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THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair A/grgan

Although the annual fall concert
of the Eastern Maine Musical As
sociation is a thing of the past, ac
cording to the calendar, lt. Is still a
matter ot topic to those who were
privileged to attend not wholly be
cause of the wonderful Don Cossack
Russian Male Chorus either, as there
were several other estimable fea
tures among which were the dancers,
Edwin Strawbridge and Pauline
Koner. I had never before seen
high-class interpretative dancing, so
that lt was a real experience for me.
Strawbridge and Koner are inter
nationally known for their inter
pretative dancing. Each had won
renown before combining their talent,
and today are recognized by many
as the foremost American dancers.
Mr. Sprague saw them in Seattle
Wash., last summer during hls trip
to the west coast and immediately
signed them for his fall concert.
• • • »
They gave thrde dances iln tlhe
program, Danse Macabre by SaintSaens. Polovetzian Dance from the
Opera “Prince Igor" by Borodin, and
Polka from the Opera "The Bar
tered Bride” by Smetana. In the
first Strawbridge impersonated death
pursuing life, at first life far out of
death’s reaches, then gradually death
gaining in the pursuit until finally
life succumbs and falls swooning in
death's arms. Gruesome, yes. but
■eloquently portrayed. The second
dance was a colorful thing. Koner
garbed in flowing rose affair with
a jeweled bodice, and a green veil
flying from her head; her partner,
too. was richly garbed. In this dance
it seemed as if each were endeavor
ing to weave wiles about the other,
first she would dance around and
around Strawbridge, with gestures
inviting, coquettish, suggestive, lur
ing. and then he in turn would put
himself through his prettiest capers
while she crouched on the floor clap
ping her hands and swaying to and
fro The chorus formed a back
ground for this dance, so that the
effect of dancers, chorus and orches
tra was quite thrilling. The final
dance captivated everyone. Koner
wore the loveliest Bohemian peasant
cestume of white muslin skirt, made
full and billowing and with rich
embroidery on the bottom of it, a
blouse with large sleeves, also heavily
embroidered. A frivolous cap and
stout boots completed her costume
Strawbridge's costume was colorful,
and there was a gay feather stuck
in his peasant cap This was a
lively dance, much like a Jig, be
sprinkled with resounding kisses as
he lifted her high ln hls arms and
then planked her to the floor.

• a • •
I was interested to note in the Ban
gor Symphony Orchestra among the
younger players Shirley Young of
Camden, who with her twin brother,
Stanley, is'attending University of
Maine. These young people are prom
inent figures in the University's
musical activities, members of the
orchestra (violin) and playing ir.
church quite a bit. Mr. Young is
also band director. Both are violin
pupils of Albert R. Marsh of this
city, and his efficient teaching shows
to good advantage in their musical
success at the University and else
where.
• • • •
We hear with interest of the sue
cess Everett R. Grieve of Camden Is
winning in thc field of composition
He wrote the musi for “Camdenby-the-Sea" and “The Maine Spirit",
both of which have particular appeal
for Maine people and summer visitors
Two new songs have come frcm his
pen "Homeland in the Dream.
Hours" and "Presence". The words
for the latter were written by J. H.
Montgomery, also of Camden, and
last year it was my good fortune to
hear this song while in manuscript.
It is very lovely, appealing words,
appealing music. It is one of those
haunting bits of music that linger
when other is forgotten
Mr Grieve is a native of Harvey
N. B , but has made his home in
Maine since 1905 when his parents
moved to Stockton Springs. He has
been a resident, of Camden since 1916.
Hc has always been interested in
music, studying the organ with Miss
Annie Smith of Harvey, N. B., who
married Rev. Roderick A. Mac
Donald, pastor of the Warren Con
gregational church at Cumberland
Mills, and studying piano with
William Lower for many years
clarinet soloist with Sousa's Band.
* 0 • «
Kate Vannah. poet and composer
of several songs, the best known of
which was “Oood-bye, Sweet Day",
died Oct 11 in her Boston home. She
was a native of Oardiner. After at
tending St. Joseph’s Academy at
Emmitsburg. Md., she studied har
mony ln Baltimore and Boston; also
piano in Boston. In 1928 Miss

Vannah wrote the accepted music for
the official hymn of the Eucharistic
Congress ln Chicago, winning honors
against 400 competitors.
* • • •
Australia has an Eistcddford, too.
This year it was given in Sydney, and
was a brilliant function, with Lord
Mayor Hagon among the speakers
The entries numbered 5,400. and the
list of competitors ln every section
was of such length that six halls were
engaged every day for a week. In
thc vocal section, parl.'cularly ln
grand opera, voices of fine quality
were revealed. Jean Hatton, aged
10, winner with a rating of 100 of
the Slate Vocal Championship for
those under 16 years created a sen
sation with her interpretation of
Mallionson's “Snow Flakes". In con
nection with all this there were
musicales in private homes, mid-day
organ recitals at city churches, and
a musical exhibition when musical
instruments were shown.
The
primitive section loarf.'d by KVith
Kenney consisted of those of Aus
tralian Aboriginal, New Guinea,
Solomon Islands. Singalese and East
India; there was a virginal of
Flemish origin; a spinet imported by
Nellie Stewart (Sweet Nell of Old
Drury);
a
dulcitonc
and
a
8tradivarius violin and Tourte bow.
Historic manuscripts of great value
wrere also displayed. There werc
luncheons for the visiting notables,
and many noteworthy broadcasting
programs.
• • • •
Always gratified to learn of our
own doing well in music upon en
tering new fields, ire are pleased to
hear that Eloise Dunn of Thomaston
ls carrying on and enlarging her
musical activities at Oak Grove
8eminary. She is accompanist for
the school chorus, has been selected
to play first violin in the orchestra
and has made thc school choirConsidering her youth, this Ls quite
a record to make While attending
Thomavton High School she was ac
companist for the chorus and orches
tra creating a place that was not
easy to fill.
• • S •
Locking over some clippings the
Other dav, I came across a sonnet
wh.ch was inspired by th? music of
Country Gardens” <Percy Grainger>.
It received honorable mention in a
contest and was published in “The
8t?p Ladder ". Cedar Rapids. Iowa
September. 1931.
COUNTRY -CARDENS
The dial tells the golden-lighted hours
In gardens fair with roses, leaves and

grass;

Down patterned paths the quaint old*
fashioned flowers
Unlock sweet treasures to the winds
that pan.
A fountain splashes ln a draining pool.
And white doves fluttering from sunny
cotes
A cht upon thr marble brim to cool
With crystal drops their plaintive-sing
ing throats.
A vibrant melody still lingers where
Fair maidens danced with gallanthearted swains
And twined the rose and iris ln their
hair
A glad musician brings us, gay and
bright.
Old tunes to give our dreaming new
delight
(Dorothy Cooper Johnson)

• • • •
The American influence at the
Metropolitan Opera will be more
strongly felt t.his season than ever
before. Besides the debut or return
of four noted American singers, the
opera house will present the premiere
of Howard Hanson's "Merry Mount”
in English. This gives the repertory
three American werks for Deems
Taylor's “Peter Ibbetron" and Louis
Orucnberg's "Emperor Jones" will be
back on t.he bill.
After many years in concert and
with the Philadelphia and Chicago
Operas, John Charles Thomas, the
baritone, will make his debut. Al
ready two of thc top-ranking bari
tones are American—Lawrence Tibbett and Richard Bonelli.
Paul
Ait hour?,
dramatic
tenor,
and
Charles Hackett, lyric tenor, will re
turn. and Cvrcna van Gordon, a lead
ing contralto for several seasons with
the Chicago fcivic Opera, will make
her debut. Others will be Richard
Crooks, Rose Bampton. Rosa Ponselle — the latter the highest paid
soprano at the Metropolitan, so it.
is said, the famous dramatic soprano
frcm Meriden. Conn, the daughter
of Italian immigrants. This will be
Ouilio-Oatti-Casazza's 26th season
at the Metropolitan as manager.
• • • •
Here is an interesting article sent
me by Dion Wooley telling of
Dvorak's “Humoresque" which ls
known and loved the world over.
Spillville. Iowa. Sept. 17:
The
quiet banks of the Turkey River
which inspired Anton Dvorak te
write "Humoresque" and left a deep
imprint on several of his other works,
reclaim the musical master today.
In Riverside Park herc, thc Capitol
Symphony Orchestra of 3t Paul,
under direction of Frank J. Kovarik,
whose father first read the manu
script of one of Dvorak's works, re
vived the strains of "Humoresque"

Sunday morning at thc Congrega- j
tional Church the pastor will speak
on, "The Tragedy of a Oreat. Oreed." I
Topic for the evening service will be, i
"Modern Hamlet.”
Rev. Howard A. Welch will speak
Sunday morning on “The Source of
Blessing;" Bible school at noon; I
Christian Erd?avor at 8; at 7 an
opening praise service, followed by
the pastor's address, "First or Sec
ond Hand Religion."
Contributions ooth large and small
will be gladly received for the
American Red Cross by the commit
tee, Mrs Gertrude Rowe. Mrs. Anna
Starrett and Mrs. Orace Wylhe, I
from Nov. 11 to Nov. 30.
In a recent contest selling vanilla
flavor at the Hinckley Corner school, i
prizes of flashlights were awarded
Ann Norwood and Priscilla Hastings
Ann selling 15 bottles to Priscilla's
14.
Alvah Simmons nearly ran down
a large moose at East Warren Tues- 1
day night when returning from his!
work at Lhe Mt. Battie Mill, Camden. 1
Mrs. Lawrence Leach and daugh- j
ter Jcanine are spending a few weeks 1
with Mr. andi Mrs. Ralph Wyllie,
Oyster River.
Mr and Mrs. H L Whitten of Bel
fast were weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs Frank D. Rowe.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Johnson and
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Howard re
turned Tuesday to Auburn after
spending a few days wll-h Mr. and
Mrs. Oliver B. Libby at South War
ren.
Warren has received an allotment
of 100 pounds of salt pork from the
Federal Relief Administration.
The housekeepers for the Sons of
Union Veterans Auxiliary Tuesday
ask all not solicited for the dinner
to furnish sweete.
Mr and Mrs. Bernard Jordan on '
their way to their home at Medfield, i
Mass., from North Haven were call- I
ers Wednesday afternoon on Mrs
Alice Cook.
Mrs. Gertruds? Rowe was supper I
guest Tuesday of Mrs. Joseph Blais
dell at Rockland.
Besides the humorous dialogue in
"Sunday Evening at Seth Parker's"
to be given Thursday evening at the
Baptist. Church auditorium there
will be many musical numbers: Se
lection bv the quartet, Roger
Teague. Chester Wyllie. Charles Wil- !
son and John Robinson; and solos j
by Chester Wyllie, lienor; Charles
Wilson, baritone; Roger Teague,
tenor and Mrs. Doris Overlock, so
prano.
The list of those who served at the
silver wedding anniversary of Mr '
and Mrs. Fred Starrett should have
included the name of Mrs Jennie
Kenniston in place of Mrs. Jennie
Starrett.
The Past Orand ar.d Past Noble
Orand Association of Knox ana
Lincoln Counties will meet Wcdr.es- '
day evening at 1.0.0 F. hall. War-1
ren. with supper at 6.30
Dr and Mrs. A. H. St. Clair Chase
of Newton Centre and Mrs. Georgie
Richardson of Somerville, Mass., are
at the Chase summer home. Hills
view. for the weekend.
Officers elect in thc Sons of Union
Veterans Auxiliary will be installed
Tuesday by Mrs. Edith Wyllie.
The program at the November
meeting of the Woman's Club Tues
day evening was as follows: "Land
ing of the Pilgrims." by a mixed
quartet. Mr. and Mrs Harlow Brown
Mr and Mrs Willis Vlnal; reading
from "The Courtship of Miles
Standish." by Miss Tena MacCalium;
piano solo. “Sparkling Eyes." by
Katheryn Peabody; a paper, "Origin
of Thanksgiving," read by Mrs.
Florence Gardiner
A delegation of 12 from Warren
attended the benefit card party held
at th? Bok Nurses' Home in Rock
land Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. I. J. Shuman. Mrs.
Mary Keizer of Rockland and Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Cunningham werc
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Prank L Davis.

"tiafltvn by our window
showing ihe new 5-ftCABLE-NELSON
Come in And

of your old upright

Or telephone 708 and let us tell you about it in

your home

MAINE MUSIC STORE
Rockland, Me.

Byrd to Broadcast Thrills
From Antarctic Expedition

Charles .1. V. Murphy, left; Admiral
Kiehard E. Byrd, right.

E scene is the South Pole ro• glon. The temperature Is 70 de
gree's below zero. Against thc ter
rific odds of overpowering cold, the
spectre of hunger and threat of
burial in eternal ice, heroic men
are battling to discover a new con
tinent. Rear Admiral Richard E.
Byrd Is leading his Second Antarc
tic Expedition to n e w pioneer
glories.
Toasting their feet by a comfort
able ti reside, Mr. and Mrs. John J.
Radio Listener will shure the high
adventure of these intrepid explor
ers. For the thrilling dr.ma of this
fight to conquer the world’s last re
maining frontier, is to be brought to
the American public, direct from
Little America, 10.(100 miles away,
by weekly short-wave broadcasts.

young New York newspaper man,
accompanied the expedition to an
nounce and direct the Antarctic
broadcasts from the scene of action.
Besides possessing exceptional abil
ity as a writer, and a dramatic
speaking voice Murphy, standing
six feet two inches in height, and
weighing 180 pounds, has the phy
sique to battle the hardships he will
encounter on thc world's last and
Pioneering Achievement
For the lirst time in history, civil- coldest frontier.
Series Starts November 18
tzution will learn the thrills of pio
neer discoveries Instantaneously as
The first broadcast has been an
they take place in the polar wastes. nounced for Saturday night. Novem
When the dials are tuned in on ber 18. from Byrd’s flagship, the
Little America, Admiral Hvrd and Ruppert, as it sails on its last lap to
others of Ills party w ill present vivid the Antarctic regions. The series
dramatizations of Antarctic con will lie heard In this country over a
quests, inaugurating thc most am-1 Columbia Broadcasting System net
hltious broadcasting project ever work of,59 stations every Saturday
conceived.
night at 10 p. m. Eastern Standard
Assigned flic most difficult radio Time, 9 p. m. Central Time, 8 p. m.
’eporting Job ever attempted. Mountain Time and 7 p. m. Pacific
Charles J. V. Murphy, brilliant; Time.

MONDAY

HE’S THE CHAMP OF
THE CHAMPS ELYSE^S

Mr. and Mrs. E. V Shea entertained
friends and reatives from Friendship
and Glenmere Sunday.
Mrs. Milledge Randall is moving
into the Frank Graves house.
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Connors and
son John of Boothbay and Mr and
Mrs. J. Merrill Connors and daugh
ter Nancy of Seguin Light were guests
Sunday of Mrs. Char.es Burke.
and other Dvorak music, commemo
rating the 40th anniversary of the
composer's visit here.
Spillville, with its Bohemian popu
lation. was t.he refuge of Dvorak
during the summer of 1893. "There's
no railroads near the place," Kovarik
said. "Not. a factory whistle. Not
a street car's jangling bell. Bring
your unfinished 'New World Sym
phony' and come out to Spillville j
with me. You'll find perfect quiet." I
"Humoresque" was drafted roughly
during that summer, tradition says,
and tlie finishing touches were pill,
on the "New World Symphony",
Dvorak’s Masterpiece,

A

o
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"THE WAY
TO LOVE'
A

SPRUCE HEAD

get an estimate on the trade-in value

Paramount Picture with

ANN DVORAK ....
IDWARD EVERETT HORTON

TUESDAY

CHARLIE

CHAN'S

GuotestCASE
-.a I WARNER ORLAND
HEATHER ANOEL
From a novel by Carl Otrr Biggers

NOW PLAYING
"HELL AND HIGH WATER" RICHARD ARLEN. Jl'DITH ALLEN-

COMING- “FOOTLIGHTS ON PARADE"

Shows: 2, 6.30, 8.30; Cont. Satur
day, 2. to 10.30

Turn That Vacant Room
Into Cash With a
“To Rent’’ Advertisement
in The Courier-Gazette
Telephone 770

make your
ASYOU READ

Page Eight

25 YEARS AGO
A review from the columns
of this paper of some of the
happenings which interested
Roekland and vicinity in this
month, 1908.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 11,1933
Washington, to Mr and Mrs. Rob-;
SCHOOL PROBLEMS
EDUCATIONAL CLUB
ert Cargill, a son.
Rockland, Oct. 23. to Mr. and Mr.s Supt. Toner’s Address Before Gets Some Lessons on ModHarris J. Paul, a daughter.
!
rz-i , r• i
m
ern Cookery and Hears
Union, Nov. 1, to Mr. and Mrs
Forty Club Furnishes New

Moran Discuss the NRA
George Hawes, a daughter.
Light For Hearers
Stonington, Oct. 26, to Mr. and Mrs
Ralph Harrington, formerly of The address given by Supt. E. L. ; With Miss Carrie J. Williams as
Thomaston a daughter
i Toner before the Forty Club Mon- i hostess and speaker, and with the
Stonington, Oct. 24, to Mr. and Mrs da>' *» observance of Education cozy, artistic Central Maine parlors
J. Tilden Sawyer, a daughter, Evan- Week aroused much favorable com- ! with thetr modern electric appliances
J tl. Pottle bought the tailoring
geline Helen.
ment.
■
gadgets 83 a handy and full>'
business of Payson & Co. in Moffitt
“I do not wish to dwell to any ex- equipped meeting place, more than 40
• • * •
block.
The marriage® for this period were: tent upon our local situation," said Educational Club members availed
Leslie Whitney was exploring the
Camden, Oct. 20, Jason E. Stough- the speaker, “but to speak to you themselves of Central Maine gener
coast of Maine as the guest of Capt. ton of Cherry Valley, N. V. and Ma- more upon the importance of educa- osity and hospitality Nov. 6.
Lou Crockett on the steamer City of bel I. Mann of Camden.
tion as a basic principle of our counThey watched Miss Williams' deft
Philadelphia.
Rockland, Oct. 20, William Felt ol try. We all realize at this time, manipulation of eggs, sugar, oven and
W A. McLain ditched his automo Union and Mary Kelleher of
electric oven, with delectable out
bile in an attempt to prevent collision Thomaston.
| come while she charmingly explained
with Augustus Thompson who had
I latest cooking theories, and obliging
Warren. Oct. 12, Emerson A Mank
ly answered every query as io whys
stepped into the car's pathway. G and Annie C. Jennings.
Howe Wiggin suffered a sprained
1 and wherefores of chocolate Ice cream
Rockland, Oct. 23. Albert G. Brown
' nut cookies, etc. She can talk, think
ankle and Mr McLain, senior, and H of Mystic. Conn, and Miss Florence
R. Mullen were shaken up severely. L. Rankin of Rockland.
and move all at once and not get
flustered by 40 other tongues all fly
Rockpo.t, Oct. 22, Edwin M. Lom
Joshua H. Brackett entered Sailors'
ing
together.
bard
of
East
North
Yarmouth
and
Snug Harbcr.
“How Long Should a Wife Lave?"
L. E Moulton was elected secretary Mlss Corn
Greenlaw of Rockport.
was Miss Williams' subject. "Cook
of the Maine Teachers' Association.
Dresden. Oct. 21. Frederick A. Star-|
ing." she said, "is one of the most
.... „
«,
, , ___ _ rett and Miss Oertrude C. Siegars i
William H. Taft was elected Presi_
’
essential occupations, professions
.
.
,
,
both of Warren,
dent by a large majority over Wiliam
n
.
arts, sciences, or whatever you will
J Bryan. Rockland and Knox Councall it. that humanity knows. It is
ty gave Republican majorities.
Rockland.
28. Edward u Renthe foundation of human welfare
Rockland High defeated Tnomas- niston and Misg Flyria Q
There are. however, two kinds of
ton High 23 to 0 at football.
Union, Oct. 27, Ralph A Carrol’ |
cooking One is the kind that is done
without attention merely because
Washington I. Bi ewster, 82, died at and Clarice Barker.
someone is hungry and has to eat
The Meadows.
Thomaston, Oct. 31. Alfred C
The other is done with the knowl
Twin sons were born to Mr. and Mrs strout and Sarah Abby Dunn.
John H. Flanagan on the former's’ Clark Island, Oct. 31, Lawrence
edge of selection which brings per
birthday.
Maker of St. George and Miss Vida [
fect satisfaction.
when it has become necessary for
"Scientists and educators are con
Frank B Miller was elected grand Baum of Clark Island.
warden of the Orand Lodge of Odd
Ingraham Hill. Oct. 31. Maurice A our representative form of govern- tributing to the success of cookery
Fellows.
j Dennison and Sadie L. Crane, both ment to virtually place the control It ls a profession, and women who ac
of its entire people into the hands of cept this view of the importance ot
The roller skating season was! of South Thomaston,
opened at the Arcade.
Rockand. Oct. 31. Ernest P Har- one man. almost a dictatorship, that good cookery form an international
unless we so continue our system of club. Its membership fee is a new
M. Frank Donohue, manager of the rington and Annie B Dodge.
Narragansett Stables sold Blanche B
Vinalhaven. Nov. 4. Hugh Dyer and universal education, our present recipe, and its charter is family de
2.17'« and Charles N. VanTrump Ava Webster.
\
I democratic form of government is votion. Why not accept the use ot
2.24to Williston Grinnell of CamWaldoboro. Oct. 30. Winfield S doomed. Without an intelligent, time-and-Iabor saving machinery in
den.
Havener and Lilia B. Sprague.
j educated, thinking generation to the home as well as at the offlee?
The house on Beech street built
....
j handle the problems to come, our The electric range, ironer. beaters and
and owned by Admiral A S. Snow
L P. True of Hope canned 150 tons
social and economic status other appliances are as essential for
of pumpkins during the season.
was bought by Cyrus W. Hills.
success ln our work as the typewriter,
! will be changed.
S. S. Waldron sold his house on
Mrs. Henry Curran died in Thom..Many young pMjp,e &re leavlng adding machines, fire trucks, stone
Berkeley street to John O. Stevens aston. aged 65
school. and finding no employment saws and ice cutters in thelr var.ous
and bought the Joseph Emery prop- Col. C. A Leighton of Thomaston dQ nQ[ xnow which way to turn or places. All of these tasks could be
erty on Pacific street.
was appointed inspector of prison and
think of a
8ystem done by hand but the machines do
“Tlie Lion and the Mouse" made its JaUs.
I whlch u responsib,e for thu condi. them w.th less drudgery and more
third appearance at Farwell Opera
Jesse Peabody, who had served as
R
importaju
thew quickly, and with a greater certainty.
a local, county and State official, died
House.
Suppose two men had each spent
... to Thomaston, aged 56
youn*
should “ f8r “ P05'
20 years digging dirt from a pit, one
Frank H. Whitney leased the quarMrs. William J. Singer died ir Mble *'Uu’ht to think straighti on
these matters. Many, who other- with a shovel and the other with a
ters at the corner of Main and Winter Thomaston.
wise
would have left school, are re- steam shovel. It is easy to imagine
streets for a pool and billiard parlor
A Orange was instituted in Vinalthe difference in appearance of the
Tne local scallop fleet numbered haven, with 70 charter members ano naming and «> our enrollment Is
d the work accomplished.
__ o W
I
continually
increasing
at
the
same
:
accompu»
R F. Greene as master.
j o men
47 craft.
Frank A. Beverage of Thomastor
Frank Carleton's barn on the Cam- tlme that budgets are being reduced.
work
honje
w-aPPoi"^ express agent at Mint- den, road in Rockport, was destroyed
j
necessary
conveniences

Afoot
national rliain operating 516 retail
shoe stores in all parts of the country shows increated talet of 32% in u four weeks period ending
in September compared with the same period last
ir.

Hide and leather prices have advanced materially
from the low points of last spring ami stocks on
hand are ut the lowest points on record, all of which
makes for continued strength in both markets.

EVERYWHERE,
every day there are definite signs of similar
progress afoot. Forty percent of the unenw
ployed have found work—They’re happy
again! Dormant buying power has awakened.

The result of your buying is demon
strated in facts such as these:
★ Dun’s Insolvency index for October was
76.8 compared with 136.6 last year—the
lowest for many years.

★ Theatre openings in U. S. last month set
new record for several years with 217 open
ings.

★ Employment in the baking industry has

★

I our nuyiny

★ American Telephone & Telegraph reports

IS DOING ITS PART

a continued gain in number of stations for
October. The gain being between 15,000
and 20,000 phones.

★

CERTAINLY THINGS ARE BETTER!

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

THERE IS PROGRESS AFOOT! ★

★

CONSUMERS' COUNCIL

years, it has been a favorite indoor Bru« Ba«on once asked the (juesEsperanto was still being studied Charles Murphy, 77. a veteran
sport to criticize education and cal! tion' "How ioaz should 8
“ve?"
Wl BO OUR VAST
in Rockland.
horseman, died in Camden.
aruti.
tn 1 Recently one of our farm customers
Mrs. Eliza Holmes Crockett, 88. died
Mrs. Sarah Melvin. 80. died in °rmuch more d«st.c wonomle. to
R j was
loolung £ #
at The Highlands.
Appleton.
i education than is demanded of othe.
)rnri
ebe had 18
Tne McLain automobile did a 130A:den Wetherbee. 78. died in War- Phases of our government. Some of ‘^rts M ' * of her wek-4 waihm„.
mile stunt one Sunday, making the ren. He owned one of the larges the criticism may be justified, but ,, _
,
___ ___ ,
___
all of her kitchen wa. modem, run
trip to Bangor and return and several curio collections In Maine. He wa.1 we know that much of it ts created
ning water, range, washing machine
miles ln that city.
very prominent to Masonry
j without, rhyme or leason
—she was so proud of it. As I was guest with an artistic gem of a book president, then to its final president,
“We see in some places magnificent
Albert C. Jones went to Derry. N
Aunt Salome Sellers attained her
leaving, her husband came in. and let containing delicious recipes by the Mrs Mattle Packard in whose posses
school buildings, with ornate ex
H. to open a motion picture theatre. 108th birthday at Deer Isle
she looked over at him and said “I C MP Home Service Department.
sion lt had remained, that club no
teriors and beautiful lobbies out of
Henry J. Clark of Owl's Head
tell him he is never gorng to have a
longer functioning.
Reports
by
the
treasurer.
Mrs.
all
proportion
to
any
fundamental
bought the E. D. Linscott house on
second wife, because I am going to Zaida Winslow; by Mrs. Rebecca While Mrs. Rich was later conduct
! ne rd or value to education. Perhaps
Fulton street.
live forever. But, of course, the next Ingraham as vice president ar.d key ing the Glencove Social Center,
these same buildings are at the same
Robert Stuart MacArthur delivered
question is “How can we atford lt?" woman, and by drive leaders Bertha where appeared during four seasons
•ime poorly equipped for educational
_
,, .. .
hie lecture "The Panama Canal."
Tcu know, after a.l. that lt rather a Orbeton and Etta Covel, werc pre more than 100 famous speakers,
The small boy and the niggerpurposes. They have been con:llly quest.on. If someone should ask
shooter were much in evidence.
structed. not as a result of educa us ,o hire a doctor, we would say, ‘ Oh, sented. Two mote Key Women, among whom perhaps Admiral Rob
Miss Lottie McLaughlin won the
tional advice ar.d demand, but by r.o. we can't afford tt." Perhaps the Priscilla Richardson ar— Bertha Or- ert Peary, discoverer of the North
Dorothea Dix scholarship.
political building committees, select next wtek the baby is sick, the coctor be’.on were ad.ed to the two who are Pole was the most distinguished, it
again this year the onljf Clas: A kej- f.appcncd tha* H. C. Small of Cam
Edmund P Walker, who served as
ing architects and contractors with "j hired without a singe thought,
women
—Rebecca Ingraham ani Mary den gave her a hand-wrought horn
private secretary to Congressman
political pull, rather than accepting We csn t aff.jrd to
,0 co,_
Perry Rich, both of whom made good beam gavel, while tlie Hall brothers
Littlefield, joined the staff of the
the advice ar.d corperatlon of those lege but ,oon he ,, graJuate;i ard
as to requirements last June. It is of Olencove. Edwin and Benjamin H..
Equitable Life Assurance Society of
who specialize to school houre con-1
you are a bit £urpr;>td t0
expected that 12 more key women also fashioned one for her as a meNew York.
•truction. These cases are now [hal you dld affo..d lt wren y.e
may be added by the next fortnightly 'mento frcm the wood found in thc
E. B. Larrabee, an employe of the
being held up and criticized as ex need for a thing arises, when the de
picnic to be held at the Bok Nurses old-fashioned school desks with which
A. F. Crockett Co., cut one of hls
amples of educational extravagance. sire is strong enough, well, sooner or
Home, with MLss Ellen Daiy an Honor the little schoolhouse located to the
hands badly.
At the same time, other types of 1 aier the majority of us have lound a Roll member as hosiers.
' crossroads at Olencove had been
F L. S. Morse of Morse's Corner
abnormal municipal extravagance way to have the things we reeded,
The treasurer announced thc scarci ’originally equipped. The late Ben
went to San Juan. P. R., where he
in public buildings pass by with 1 We need to educate ourselves to maty of dues receipts since the annual jamin C. Smith of Warrenton gen
had a position as teacher in the pub
meagre comment only.
j chtnery for our profess.on of h.ome- meeting and all present deplored thc erously supplied the funds when the
lic schools.
• • • •
J making and then, we will all—so to probable necessity of curtailing the Social Center was at the height of
Crosby F. French went to Toronto
"A survey completed as recently as | speak—live forever."
customary extensive winter lecture Its usefulness, for removal of those
to enter the Toronto Veterinary Col
April last showed 385.000 more chil-1 Miss Williams presented each course.
desks, replacing them with opera
lege.
dren in school, with $150,000,000
chairs from the Farwell Opera House.
It
takes
money
to
pay
bills
and
this
Miss Mildred E. Clark was coming
these enormous NRA parades. Oov society does not employ extraneous
drop in current expense budget.
Mrs. Nina Gregory of Olencove, a
to the front in Boston music circles
"Speaking specifically of salaries Biann has appointed a committee to and Indirect methods for meeting ex life member of the Woman's Educa
William Oliver Fuller, last of the
A oi
leports indicate that man teachers study the schools of Maine as ap- penses, but does this by its annual tional Club presented its president
older generation of Rockland mer
will receive as little as $400 for thelr' Plled to public funds, this committee campaign for 25-cent direct feminine with an admirable gavel fashioned by
chants. died at his home on Middle
lo *• '
services
this year, which is only to do Its work in no spirit of adverse memberships, with honor rolls for her son Stanley, this one being ordi
street aged 92 years and 8 months
'oB,‘\as •
about half as much as the Federal criticism—entirely friendly and non the public spirited who pay a goodly narily to active use and much valued
He opened business here to March
by all.
government has through the various partisan. as stated by the Governor. lump sum for advance credit.
1844 in the wooden building at the i
•
•
■
•
Congressman
Moran's splendid
This
committee,
as
explained
by
Oov
codes said that industry would pay
corner of Main and Orient streets !
,oo»
speech to the club following supper
This
plan
has
met
with
success
and
for
the
lowest
type
of
unskilled
labor
;
Brann,
will
be
the
same
committee
In 1871 he took into partnership Nel
The total amount of unpaid salaries' named for an investigation on the general approval, many leading wom
son B. Cobb, in 1891 Ernest C. Davts
u»
in high school districts alone is now jtax situation of the State. The res en all over Maine and even to Florida
and Frank W. Fuller were admitted,
in excess of forty million dollars t£On for doing this, because the con- and California being thus enrolled as
and in 1905 the business was incorOne of the cardinal principles of dition of the school depends on the sustaining members supporting the
porated as the Fuller-Cobb-Company
• • • ■
the Recovery program is to increase financial situation and that in turn .dea to promote citizenship and paThese births were recorded:
the number employed, and thus in is dependent on taxes. Oov. Brann i trlotic education for women as recent
Rockland. Oct. 25, to Mr and Mrs
crease the purchasing power. School believes that men who had made a citizens. A new feature Is to offer
John H. Flanagan, twin sons.
boards have been compelled to cut thorough investigation of the tax life membership to girls and women
'for $5.
Rockport. Oct. 24. to Mr. and Mrs
down their forces until there are situation would be best fitted to
After discussion the group conclud
Lwurner Upham, a daughter. Dorothy
understand
the
schools.
perhaps. 50.000 fewer teachers em
ed to put pep into an Immediate can
Avilla.
"Oov. Brann listed what he con
ployed to the country than three
vass for funds, to employ lf necessary
Rockland. Oct 27, to Mr. and Mrs
years ago. The second principle is siders the principal duties of the
! high pressure salesmanship tactics to
George B. Clark, a daughter.
Executive
Department
and
the
Leg

to increase salaries, and increase
sell the study club idea and fan the
Rockland. Oct. 28. to Mr. and Mrs.
i purchasing power, but teachers' sal- islature: To maintain the financial
CHA
’
club spirit Into more intense life.
George E. Ladd, a son.
aries have been radically reduced. integrity and responsibility of the
The afternoon’s program was varied
Bridgewater, Mass.. Oct 22. to Mr
How can teachers be expected to co government: the welfare of those
by an excellent reading on "Preju
and Mrs. Ernest L. Sukeforth. for
operate with less money than they whose physical well being depends to dice," which is the curse of nations
merly of Union, a son.
’.hls crisis on outside aid; the school as well as of Individuals.
have
had for years.
49M?
Eagle Island. Oct. 20. to Mr. and
“Oov. Brann in an address to the system.
The club president, Mary Perry
Mrs Howard T. Ball, a daughter.
teachers at the recent Lewiston con
"He believes that the next Legisla Rich, was delighted to receive from
Deer Isle, Oct. 17, to Mr. and Mrs
vention came out very definitely for ture will be faced by no greater Mrs. Mattle Packard the gift of a
Sullivan S. Banks, a daughter.
more serious consideration of the1 problem than that of appropriating ! tiny gavel which had been carved by
Vinalhaven ,Oct. 25. to Rev. and
problem of education. He said:;a sum of money for the support of ithe skilful hands of the late Edwin
Mrs. Oscar Smith, a son.
'Teachers owe it to themselves to the schools. Because, it is hls firm Stevens of Olencove, whose wife Me
Stonington, Oct. 20, to Mr. and Mrs
Specialize »n Chimes and French
work mllltantlv for stabilization of j belief t.hat the burden of the sup- linda Hall Stevens had been a highly
Edmund C. Wood, a son. Norman
Clocks
the fund to support the schools. The port of the schcols should be equal- prized member of Olencove Study
All Work Guaranteed
CTark.
Formerly emploved by C. E. Morse teachers of Maine also owe it. to ized throughout the State, he wants, Club. This gavel had been originally
Stonington. Oct 19. to Mr. and Mrs
Jeweler
themselves to wo-k for higher sal- he said, every boy and girl in Maine j presented to Mrs. Rich as that club's
Frank L. Webb, a son.
Now Located at
Union, to Mr. and Mrs. John Sim IIUSTON-TCTTLF. BOOK STORE aries.’ He also touched upon the given equal educational opportunl- I first president and had succeeded in
401 Main Street
Roekland support teachers have given to all ties.”
i due order to Mrs. Louise Ingraham as
mons, a daughter
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been increased 16% and payrolls have
risen approximately 27% based on figures
from 4264 bakeries.

of

New Encland

was on the NRA of which he is ardent per cent, from 179.364 kilowatts to
champion Unless it is sustained and 265,153
championed whole-heartedly he fears The 55 electric light and power
some economic cataclysm such as Eu esiablishments shown for 1932 com
ropean countries have suffered from prised 47 commercial and eight mu
may plunge the old US.A. into some nicipal. compared with 70 establish
doom far worse than capitalism with ments. of which 62 were commercial
and eight municipal, for 1927. (The
all its Ills.
The closing feature of this lively term "Number of reporting establish
session covered a wide range of topics ments" refers to ownership or confrom poison gas, the next war. New I trol; consequently, in many cases, a
York's next mayor, starvation wages, i commercial establishment represents
chiseling, to rumors of fully-stocked two or more generating stations or
wine cellars and the Joys of Hitlerism distributing syitetcs 1.) Tlie de
and Mr. Moran's readiness on all crease in the number of commercial
phases was so much enjoyed that establishments during thc five-year
members far overstald thelr usual period, represent ng lhe net result of
time by a full hour.
a gain of 11 and a lc?s of 26, is due
to the centralization of ownership or
control and the absorption of inde
CONCERNING KILOWATTS
pendent ger.eiatir.g stations accom
Census For 1932 Shows Iniercsling panying the extension of tjansmisFigures In the Elect rica! Industry I sion lines.
The Burcau of the Census an
Wife—"I cai.'t decide whether to go
nounces, according to returns re , to a palmist cr to a mind-reader.”
ceived at the quinquennial census of j Husband—"Go to a palmist. It's
electrical industries for 1932 (taken obvious that you have a palm.''—Judge
in 1933), that the total output of gen
erated electric energy to the State of
Maine, reported by electric light and
powerplants, was 762.111.856 kilowattOvertaxed by
hours for 1932. compared with 560,speaking, sing
664.446 for 1927, or an increase ot
ing, smoking
359 per cent. During the same period
the generator capacity increased 47.8
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